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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The report provides details and analyses of procedures regarding the coordination and monitoring mechanism of the 
JSRS implementation, EU technical assistance and support projects for the justice reform in the RM, justice reform costs, 
implementation method and degree of implementation of actions/measures from the AP JSRS planned for 2015, as well 
as the involvement of institutions responsible for JSRS implementation. 

We would like to mention that like in 2014, from the perspective of consistent and coherent implementation of the 
JSRS, the year 2015 did not register spectacular achievements and considerable impact. The 2015 political events resulted 
in the fall of three ministers of justice and other changes in the MoJ management and personnel, including in the team 
responsible for the coordination and monitoring of JSRS and AP JSRS implementation. It should be mentioned that in 
2015 the promotion and application of structural modifications that derived from the JSRS were not achieved in a sat-
isfactory manner; there were only separate achievements and, at the same time, a number of legislative initiatives have 
considerably deviated from the JSRS objectives.

40 sessions of the WG took place in 2015 – the entire monitoring period of AP JSRS (2012-2015) had organised and 
conducted 204 sessions. 3 sessions of the Steering Committee (responsible for monitoring the fulfilment of condition-
alities from the Policy Matrix) were conducted in 2015, which discussed topics related to the fulfilment of conditional-
ities for the disbursement of the third instalment from the budgetary support provided for justice sector reforms by the 
EU.  The analysis of NCRLEE recommendations implementation in 2015 based on Decision No. 2/27.04.15 shows that 
none was practically fully implemented. Certain positive evolutions and achievements took places only in the first three 
months of 2016.

In 2015, the representatives of the civil society took part in sector WG meetings, continued their activity in in-
ter-institutional Working Groups for the development of important normative acts (for instance, the Working Group 
for developing the normative framework necessary to build the capacity of the NIC; Working Group for drafting a new 
Law on Prosecution Service, Working Group for the development of amendments to the Law on Advocacy, etc.). The 
representatives of development partners: the USA Embassy, CoE Office, ABA ROLI, NORLAM, European Union High 
Level Policy Advisers Mission to the Republic of Moldova (EUHLPAM) were actively involved in the activity of groups 
for development and finalisation of draft Law on Prosecution Service; the Feasibility Study for Court Optimisation 
was developed with the financial support of the USAID ROLISP.  The ABA/ROLI, UNDP, Soros-Moldova Foundation, 
International Organisation for Migration (IOM), and NORLAM provided consistent support in developing relevant 
studies for the JSRS and organisation of training courses for justice sector players, etc.  The year 2015 was marked by 
plenary implication in the reform support process of the three large EU technical assistance projects for justice sector 
reform in the RM, in addition to the Project to Support Coordination of Justice Sector Reform in Moldova launched 
in April 2013.

An essential aspect in financing the reform in 2015 was lack of budgetary support from many development partners. 
Hence, the initially allocated budget to justice sector to implement the JSRS actions was cut by 49% from MDL 280.6 
million to only MDL 144.2 million. Because of this decrease, a number of important actions of the JSRS failed to be fi-
nancially covered, and hence, were not fully implemented.   

We report a 71% degree of implementation of actions planned for 2015 and outstanding in the reporting period.  
During the reporting period a good degree of implementation is noted under Pillar VI ‘Human Rights Observance in the 
Justice Sector’ (84% of total outstanding actions), Pillar VII ‘A Well-Coordinated, Well-Managed, and Accountable Jus-
tice Sector’ (77%) and Pillar I ‘The Judicial System’ (76%).  At the same time, we note a smaller degree of implementation 
under Pillar II ‘Criminal Justice’ (58%) and Pillar III ‘Access to Justice and Enforcement of Court Judgments’ (53%). The 
implementation, achievements and failures are reflected for each Pillar in Chapter IV of this Report.

The most important achievements in 2015 were:
■ implementation of a new mechanism on disciplinary liability of judges once the Law on disciplinary liability of judges 

became operational on 1 January 2015;
■ repeated revision of criminal and non-criminal immunity of judges for its clarification and limitation;
■ advancing court optimization process, including ensuring the calculation of costs of such optimization;
■ ongoing application of new judge selection and performance evaluation procedures;
■ modernization of information technologies applied in the judiciary system to eliminate any potential manipulations;
■ application of new increased full salary norms for judges;
■ advancing the reform of General Prosecutor’s Office (adopting the new law on General Prosecutor’s Office in 2015 in 

the first reading and in the second reading in February 2016);
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■ ongoing modernization process of regulations and methodologies on judicial expertise and instruments used by the 
expertise institutions; 

■ ongoing training and testing of justice sector players on prevention and fighting corruption instruments;
■ revision of provisions of Law on professional integrity testing based on a Judgment of the Constitutional Court; 
■ advancing NIC reform projects;
■ adopting the Law on mediation;
■ enhancing the state-guaranteed legal aid system;
■ promoting and adopting the draft law on reform by the Parliament: judgement enforcement system, status of inter-

preters and translators in trial, activity of notaries;
■ ongoing reform of People’s Advocate (Ombudsman) institution;
■ launching the Constitutional Court reform process;
■ development and ongoing implementation of general and vocational educational programmes for children in deten-

tion etc.  

The degree of trust in the judiciary, according to POB data, has decreased twice: from 24% in May 2011 to 12% in 
November 2015.  We endorse the previous statement according to which, the trust in the judiciary is an extremely fragile 
subject. The POB measures the perceptions of respondents based on information from the mass-media, public discus-
sions and debates, including at political level, of some particularly highly mediatized cases, etc.  However, the respective 
perceptions are nor formed based on citizens’ own experience who interacted directly, personally with the justice system. 
Hence, the data of the public opinion poll carried out in courts at the beginning of 2016 shows a slight decrease of degree 
of trust in the judiciary.

The Study of Transparency International Moldova ‘Corruption in the Republic of Moldova: Perceptions vs. Personal 
Experiences of Households and Business People’,  published at the end of 2015, shows a positive evolution of perceptions 
and experiences of corruption spreading in the judiciary: the number of businessmen who think that the judiciary may 
be corrupt has dropped from 60.6% in 2014 to 43.5% in 2015, i.e. a drop of almost 17 percentage points; the perception 
of corruption in the judiciary among the households also dropped: from 41.4% to 31.9%.

Efficient implementation of the JSRS in 2015 was affected by three risks: political instability, resistance of authorities 
towards reforms and insufficient fund absorption capacity for reform implementation.   

Parallel evaluation of the JSRS level of implementation in 2015 reveals considerably different results of qualifications 
provided by sector WGs for JSRS Pillars. It seems that sector WGs show a much too formal attitude and do not relate 
to the essence of reported actions. It is obvious that the final evaluation of the JSRS implementation shall be made on a 
more complex and grounded methodology, which will take into account the quantitative and qualitative indicators, will 
analyse the results produced and impact of the AP JSRS, both from the perspective of justice sector players subject to 
reforms, and litigants and society, in general.  

An important perspective of 2016 is to prepare instruments necessary to evaluate the impact of the JSRS 2011 – 2016 
and ensure the continuation of justice sector reform by developing a draft policy document in this field, which will 
ensure the continuity of current Strategy and will strengthen the effectiveness and efficiency, including by setting real 
objectives, a balanced set of indicators at all levels of objectives (output, outcome, impact etc.).
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I. INTRODUCTIVE CONSIDERATIONS

The Justice Sector Reform Strategy1 (hereinafter - JSRS, Strategy), as it was reflected in previous reports2 adopted by the 
Parliament of the Republic of Moldova on 25 November 2011, covers almost the entire justice sector. It consists of 7 pillars:

Pillar I. The Judicial System;
Pillar II. Criminal Justice;
Pillar III. Access to Justice and Enforcement of Court Judgments;
Pillar IV. Integrity of Justice Sector Players;
Pillar V. The Role of Justice in Economic Development;
Pillar VI. Human Rights Observance in the Justice Sector;
Pillar VII. A Well-Coordinated, Well-Managed, and Accountable Justice Sector.

The JSRS is implemented in accordance with the Action Plan for the implementation of JSRS3 (hereinafter – Action 
Plan, AP JSRS), which establishes the exact timeframe and institutions responsible for reaching the objectives of the 
Strategy and implementation of necessary measures. 

JSRS OBJECTIVE: Build a modern justice sector, which is affordable, efficient, independent, transparent, profes-
sional and accountable to society, which meets European standards, ensures the rule of law and the observance of 
human rights.

This report complements previous annual reports developed by the Ministry of Justice, as a coordinating institution 
for monitoring and coordinating the implementation of JSRS and AP JSRS, and reflects the progress in implementing the 
strategic documents set out in 2015.

Previous annual reports on the implementation of the JSRS identified, for each reporting period, challenges and pos-
sible solutions for efficient implementation of the JSRS.  In this context, we consider important to make a retrospective 
of the challenges identified in 20144, of the proposed solutions and of the way in which these  were taken into account 
during 2015. 

The 2014 annual report mentioned ‘Further challenges in the implementation of JSRS are conditional upon proper ap-
plication of modern institutional and normative framework’. The table below shows how the perspectives and solutions 
are being treated in 2015. 

Perspectives/solutions Actions undertaken in 2015

A. As a coordinating institution of the reform process, the MoJ 
has to be necessarily diligent to raise awareness and put neces-
sary pressure on political players to ensure ongoing, coherent, 
consequent and sustainable reform processes 

The achievement of this perspective was truly insurmountable 
for the MoJ in 2015 due to the deep political crisis in 2015, 
which slowed down the coherent and consequent course of 
the reform or its sustainability followed to be ensured exclu-
sively by political stability (an important precondition for the 
JSRS implementation). 

B. In 2015 it is crucial for the actions aimed at promoting and 
disseminating information about the implementation of JSRS 
continue to raise public awareness about the benefits and prac-
tical implications produced by justice sector reform in 3 years of 
implementation, ongoing actions and actions to be implemented 
in the next years. 

Promotion of reform’s outcomes and impact was ensured in 
a more consistent manner by organising in 2015 multiple 
JSRS-related outcome communication and promotion activ-
ities (for more details see Section II.3 of this Report).

1 Law No. 231 of 25 November 2011 on the approval of Justice Sector Reform Strategy for 2011-2016 (Official Gazette of the Republic of 
Moldova, 2012, nr. 1 – 6, art. 6), http://lex.justice.md/index.php?action=view&view=doc&lang=1&id=341748 

2 http://justice.gov.md/tabview.php?l=ro&idc=489 
3 Parliament Decision No. 6 of 16 February 2012 on the approval of Action Plan on the implementation of Justice Sector Reform Strategy (Official Gazette of 

the Republic of Moldova, 2012, No.109-112, art. 371) 
  http://lex.justice.md/index.php?action=view&view=doc&lang=1&id=343439 
4 Annual Report on the Implementation of the JSRS, reporting period 2014-2015, 
  http://justice.gov.md/public/files/file/reforma_sectorul_justitiei/rapoarte/2015/Coperta_si_Raport_ROM.pdf , page 63
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Perspectives/solutions Actions undertaken in 2015

C. Joint efforts of the public authorities directly responsible for 
promoting the new Law on Prosecution Service: MoJ, GPO and 
Parliament that have to accelerate the adoption of the draft, tak-
ing into account the Opinion of Venice Commission.

In spite of the deep political crisis in 2015, ongoing difficul-
ties, it was possible, however, to implement this important 
action of the JSRS in the reporting period, which was qual-
ified as outstanding action for a long time (for more details 
see Section IV.2 of this report).

D. Convey clear, intransigent and precise messages and take 
measures toward people who disobey the high integrity stan-
dards, compromise the functionality and image of the entire 
institution. These persons will not be tolerated and will be re-
moved from the professional environment, by applying appro-
priate sanctions. To continue to achieve these desiderata, the ju-
diciary decision-makers, development partners, press and civil 
society must exert pressure.

Ensuring integrity inside the justice sector has been a con-
stant challenge for the authorities in the sector. The new 
mechanisms established in 2012-2015 (performance evalu-
ation, new disciplinary liability mechanisms, anticorruption 
instruments: polygraph test, integrity test, etc.) have not 
produced the expected results yet, and the messages that 
come from inside the system are not always discouraging, 
the compromised persons are not excluded from the system.  
On the contrary, persons suspected of lack of integrity are 
allowed into the system – a fact constantly signalled in this 
period not only by the civil society, but also by public au-
thorities 5 (SIS, President of the country). 

E. MoJ has to monitor the draft laws promoted in 2014 by all 
policy-makers and has to insist on their advancement to re-en-
sure a quick path of sector reforms, including in the field of or-
ganisation and activity of professionals in the justice system. 

As we have mentioned before, resuming the quick path of 
draft laws promotion had been considerably influenced by 
the political crisis in 2015, only two relevant laws were ad-
opted in the reporting period (strictly 2015): Law on disci-
plinary liability of the judges and Law on mediation. Since 
the creation of the new Government and adoption of the 
new governance programme at the beginning of this year, 
the outstanding legal actions have been re-included on the 
agenda of the policy-makers of the Republic of Moldova, 
and a number of successes has been registered since the 
beginning of 2016 (for more details see progress registered 
for each pillar of the JSRS, described in Chapter IV of the 
report).

F. Effort consolidation and consistency in implementing activ-
ities related to the optimization of court locator map. With the 
finalisation of cost assessment exercise of these optimizations, it 
is necessary to implement some actions that are carefully con-
ceptualised and planned appropriately for the proper and effi-
cient implementation of this reform. 

The optimization of court locator map has advanced: the 
cost assessment exercise of the court optimization was final-
ised in 2015 and at the beginning of 2016 the draft law was 
approved by the Government and by the Parliament in the 
first reading (for more details see Section IV.1 of this report).

G. Ensure the piloting, testing of new e-instruments: Registry of 
e-Proxies, Registry of e-Enforcement Procedures and Registry of 
e-Guarantees; their alignment and large scale application by all 
beneficiaries and end-users. 

According to the information provided in reports on the 
implementation of actions planned for each Pillar in part, 
a number of new e-instruments has registered significant 
evolutions in 2015. We would like to mention especially: 
Registry of e-Guarantees; E-enforcement and E-probation 
systems with virtual offices and electronic files that provide 
the user with the possibility to access absolutely all neces-
sary information to combine an electronic file and track 
its evolution. The IT project E-proxy has the objective to 
create a registry of proxies and will remove the possibility 
of falsifying the proxies. Initially it will include all prox-
ies issued by notaries and further, those issued by business 
 environment.

1

5 http://www.presedinte.md/rom/comunicate-de-presa/presedintele-republicii-moldova-nicolae-timofti-a-respins-candidaturile-a-cinci-
magistrati-propuse-pentru-a-fi-numite-in-functie-de-catre-csm; http://www.zdg.md/stiri/stiri-sociale/apel-public-organizatiile-societatii-civile-
sunt-ingrijorate-de-modul-de-numire-si-promovare-al-unor-judecatori; http://www.alianta.md/index.php?go=news&n=278 
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Perspectives/solutions Actions undertaken in 2015

H. Implementation of new EU technical assistance projects will 
provide for a new paradigm for reform efforts, will accelerate 
the modernization and consolidation processes in extremely 
important fields of justice: judiciary, criminal investigation and 
prosecution and post-trial system: penitentiary institutions and 
probation offices.

The EU technical assistance projects covered critical fields 
for the reform: judiciary, penitentiary system prosecution, 
and probation and ensured the implementation of enhancing 
actions and better concentration of reform efforts. However, 
even the programmed activities within the technical assistance 
projects were affected by political instability of Moldova, be-
cause most actions were connected to certain decisional pro-
cesses that were nor executed within an optimal timeframe.

I. Create a platform for thematic monitoring of actions im-
plemented previously. The respective monitoring should be 
conducted on a permanent platform: inter-disciplinary group 
with the implication of representatives of civil society and the 
support of development partners, which will monitor the ap-
plication of adopted rules, prevent and note immediately any 
deviations from the implementation of reform and would in-
tervene with recommendations and solutions to overcome the 
discovered dysfunctions.

Monitoring the processes related to JSRS implementation con-
tinued in 2015, but they had a dispersed nature and referred 
only to some area of interest for civil society, development 
partners, but no inter-disciplinary platforms were created to 
include all possible partners in the process, including the jus-
tice sector players. The findings from a number of monitor-
ing reports carried out by the civil society are provided for in 
Chapter IV of this report, dedicated to each Pillar of the JSRS.

J. Another perspective for the implementation of JSRS would 
be linking the actions to new priorities envisaged in the Gover-
nance Programme for 2015-208, especially, launching new ini-
tiatives related to prevention and fighting corruption, as well as 
actions that foresee the continuity of justice sector reform and 
are not integrated in the AP.

Evolutions (involutions) at political level in 2015 have not con-
tributed significantly to ensuring the connection of the JSRS 
with the Governance Programme 2015-2018. On the contrary, 
these generated development and adoption of a new Gover-
nance Programme 2016-2018. However, we should mention 
that the justice reform and JSRS implementation remain high 
priorities for governance and most actions from the new pro-
gramme are in harmony with the JSRS actions.

K. Since 2015 is the third year of implementation of justice 
sector reform, it would be appropriate for POB survey, planned 
for autumn 2015, to integrate a special chapter on justice sector 
reform to measure the perceptions of citizens after 4 years of 
adoption of JSRS.

The respective recommendation has not been implemented, 
the POB pursues only general perceptions for public trust in 
justice.  It is important to mention the fact that at the begin-
ning of 2016 a study has been conducted to assess the satis-
faction level of court users in the Republic of Moldova, which 
purpose was to assess public trust level in justice system in the 
Republic of Moldova (for more details see Chapter VI of the 
report).

L. In the following years, the same systemic approach of reforms 
in justice sector should be used not to slow down or deviate from 
the course of reform oriented toward the consolidation of a mod-
ern, accessible, efficient, independent, transparent, professional, 
and accountable to the society justice sector.

Year 2015 was marked by the establishment of the Judiciary 
Sector Reform Centre (founded under the auspicious of the 
SCJ), which submitted a set of legislative proposals for justice 
organisation and functioning. Even if this initiative was wel-
come, because the proposals came from the system’s players, 
though, the legislative package was challenged because the 
proposals were not in conformity with the strategic directions 
of the JSRS.

Based on what has been described in the table above, we attest that year 2015 has not yield any spectacular results or 
considerable impact. The political events produced in 2015 have led to the replacement of three ministers of justice and 
other changes in the MoJ management and personnel, including in the team responsible for coordination and monitor-
ing of the JSRS and AP JSRS implementation, which has caused inevitable issues, re-initiation of normative act promo-
tion processes, etc.  At the same time, a number of legislative initiatives emerged that have deviated from the objectives 
and strategic directions of the JSRS.  These are the initiatives promoted by the Centre for Justice Sector Reform (an ini-
tiative group comprised of judges) created under the auspices of the Supreme Court of Justice, which referred inter alia 
to: establishment of jury courts, introduction of judicial mediation, revision of SCJ composition, revision of SCM com-
position and judiciary inspection, etc.  Plenary implication of the panel of judges in the justice sector reform is welcome 
because previous reports on the implementation of JSRS recommended constantly the need to establish agents of change 
inside the system. However, the initiatives launched last year by the magistrates require an additional evaluation to align 
them with the JSRS objectives. These projects may be considered during the development of the next policy document 
on ongoing justice sector reforms.

I. Introductive considerations
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The reform has picked up some pace in 2016, once the new parliamentary majority has been established and the new 
Government has been formed. Important laws have been adopted in a short period of time.  Also, there have been resumed 
the activities to implement previously instituted mechanisms (2012-2014), which registered consistent judiciary reforms 
(new selection and performance evaluation procedures, disciplinary liability and waiving judges’ immunity, long-distance 
training for justice sector players, etc.) in law-enforcement agencies and legal professions (prosecutors, NAC staff, MIA, 
mediators, executors etc.), in the field of state guaranteed legal aid, ensuring the integrity of justice sector players and par-
liamentary advocate institution reform, some new initiatives related to Constitutional Court reform etc. 5

The Report was developed by taking into account the reports produced by responsible/reporting institutions of JSRS 
and assessments/studies/external reports of development partners and civil society, as well as JSRS-related national surveys.  

Additionally, we would like to reiterate what has been declared in the 2014 Annual Report on the implementation of 
the JSRS6:  ‘the Report analyses the level of implementation of actions envisaged in AP JSRS, based on a previously adopted 
methodology and does not analyse in-depth the effect/impact of implemented actions. […] The effects and evolutions produ-
ced in the sector by the JSRS can be captured only in certain components of the reform, some of them being described in the 
Report, but cannot be analysed in-depth at this stage. A comprehensive report to assess the progress and all involutions in the 
justice sector shall be developed at the end of JSRS implementation, using a distinctive methodology, which will measure the 
impact based on a wide range of indicators’.  

This report adopts the structure of the previous annual report (2014) and is focused on the following key subjects: 
coordination and monitoring mechanism for JSRS implementation, the EU technical assistance projects to support jus-
tice sector reform in the RM, costs of justice reform and communications of JSRS measures/achievements, method of 
implementation and achievement level of actions/measures of the AP JSRS planned for 2015, as well as the involvement 
degree of institutions responsible for the JSRS implementation. 

5 

6 http://justice.gov.md/public/files/file/reforma_sectorul_justitiei/rapoarte/2015/Coperta_si_Raport_ROM.pdf, page 4
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II. THE MECHANISM FOR COORDINATING AND MONITORING THE 
IMPLEMENTATION OF JSRS AND ACTION PLAN. EU TA PROJECTS TO 
SUPPORT JUSTICE SECTOR REFORM

II.1 The mechanism for coordinating and monitoring the JSRS implementation 
Same JSRS coordination and monitoring mechanism was applied in 2015 through 7 Working Groups (WG) of which: 
■ 6 Working Groups have the objective to monitor the implementation of actions under first six Pillars envisaged in 

the Strategy and Action Plan (Sector Working Groups), 
■ The 7th Working Group has the objective to coordinate the implementation of the JSRS. This is a high-level group, re-

sponsible for monitoring the implementation of the Strategy, in general, and of actions from Pillar VII, in particular. 
The WGs consist of representatives of institutions responsible for implementation of activities per each Pillar, repre-

sentatives of development partners and civil society. WGs call ordinary meetings, according to the Activity Plans adopted 
at the beginning of each year.  Although generally speaking, the activity of the WGs has had a proper rhythm, however, 
there are some issues related to the turnover of the WG members (caused also by employee turnover in institutions in-
volved in the reform process), a fact that affected the coherence of their activity. 

Moreover, in the light of 2015 political crisis and falling down of governments, and implicitly of decision-makers, 
the institutional memory has registered prominent vacuum. As a result of such metamorphoses, additional actions to 
initiate new decision-makers with regard to the JSRS and its objectives have been required, which resulted in dragging 
the implementation of the JSRS. 

The MoJ was again assisted by the WG Secretariat in 2015, which provided necessary technical assistance in coordi-
nating and monitoring Pillars I-VI, in accordance with the Methodology of monitoring the implementation of JSRS for 
the years 2011-20167 and Regulation on WGs Operation.

In 2015 WGs organised 40 meetings. Table 1 below presents data on the number of meetings of sector WG and WG 
for coordinating the implementation of JSRS in 2012-2015. A total number of 204 meetings were organised and con-
ducted during this period.  

Detailed information on WG Activity Plans, agendas, minutes and reports produced by WGs can be accessed on MoJ 
webpage by following the link: http://justice.gov.md/map.php?l=ro&idc=444.  

We would like to mention that the activity of the WGs has decreased in 2015. Apparently, this regression was caused 
by the abovementioned circumstances: political instability and oscillations of staff turnover in the institutions related to 
the JSRS.

WG meetings held in 2012-2015

Pillar
Number of meetings

2012 2013 2014 2015 Total  
2012-2015

Pillar I 9 9 8 5 31

Pillar II 8 9 9 7 33

Pillar III 9 10 8 7 34

Pillar IV 8 9 7 5 29

Pillar V 9 8 7 7 31

Pillar VI 9 9 8 7 33

Pillar VII 4 3 4 2 13

Total 56 57 51 40 204

7 The monitoring activity is fully described in the Methodology on monitoring the JSRS implementation for the years 2011-2016, approved by 
Order No.503 of the Ministry of 6 November 2012 

  http://justice.gov.md/public/files/file/reforma_sectorul_justitiei/METODOLOGIE_DE_MONITORIZARE_modif_track_changes-2_1.pdf 
and amended by Order No. 171 of the Ministry of Justice of 28 March 2014  

  http://justice.gov.md/public/files/file/reforma_sectorul_justitiei/Ordin_modificare_METODOLOGIE_si_Regulament_1.pdf 
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As it has been mentioned in previous annual reports, the high-level coordination and monitoring of the Strategy is 
ensured by the National Council for Law Enforcement Bodies Reform (NCRLEE)8, which reviews the general annual 
reports on the implementation of the Strategy and advises on the major issues raised to which the sector working groups 
or the coordination group did not find solutions. 

On 27 April 2015 the NCRLEE held a meeting to present the 2014 annual report on progresses achieved with regard 
to JSRS implementation, during which, the President of the RM, the Prime-minister, the Head of EU Delegation to RM, 
as well as team leaders of the four EU TA projects to support justice sector reform provided comments. 

NCRLEE adopted a decision9 and outlined a number of suggestions/recommendations: 
■ called on the players involved in the finalization and promotion of draft normative acts on the reform of General 

Prosecutor’s Office to do their best to approve them by the end of spring session of the Parliament; 
■ called on players involved in the finalisation and promotion of draft by-laws on strengthening the role of the Con-

stitutional Court to ensure effective observance of human rights in legal practice and policies; 
■ called on players involved in the finalisation and promotion of draft by-laws on strengthening the role of the 

National Integrity Committee and its instruments to make necessary efforts to adopt them by the end of spring 
session of the Parliament;

■ urged the players responsible for NIJ re-organisation to accelerate its reform process to continue to ensure quali-
tative selection and training of candidates for positions of judges and prosecutors;

■ encouraged efforts and perseverance in implementing activities related to the optimization of court locator map;
■ encouraged effective implementation of the new Law on People’s Advocate (Ombudsman) by responsible entities 

to enhance the capacities of the People’s Advocate Office;
■ encouraged the responsible authorities to implement new legal provisions on professional integrity testing, “ex-

tended seizure” and ”illicit enrichment”, as well as polygraph testing requirement for candidates to judge and pros-
ecutor positions, promoted in accordance with the JSRS provisions – measures to promote and fight corruption;

■ urged the responsible players to undertake necessary measures to remove the shortcoming of the Law on Profes-
sional Integrity Testing, in accordance with the findings of the Constitutional Court;

■ urged the responsible players to intensify the development efforts and implementation of information technolo-
gies to streamline the justice sector-related processes and activity management;

■ recommended the responsible players to examine the need and opportunity to revise the AP and JSRS with the 
view to adjusting it to the existing needs;

■ recommended the MoJ and other responsible institutions to develop the policy documents on justice sector re-
form for the next JSRS and AP JSRS; 

■ encouraged the continuation of policies to mediatize the JSRS actions and its results. 

It is certain that a great number of recommendations and suggestions formulated in the NCRLEE Decision of April 
2015 reproduced the 2014 NCRLEE10 suggestions and recommendations. The assessment of the level of implementation 
of the NCRLEE recommendations included in Decision No. 2/27.04.15 shows that in 2015, practically no recommenda-
tion was fully implemented. As we have mentioned above, certain positive evolutions and achievements took place only 
in the first three months of 2016, achievements that are going to be discussed in the following chapters.  

The composition of the NCRLEE was again amended in 201511. Such turn of events was anticipated in the 2014 An-
nual Report on the implementation of the JSRS: ‘Taking into account the changes the occurred in 2014 and beginning of 
2015, following the Parliamentary elections of November 2014, we also anticipate changes in the nominal composition of the 
NCRLEE during the current year. Even if these nominal changes are normal under the conditions when certain members 
of the National Council modify their status, however, these reshuffles do not contribute appropriately to joining and 
ensuring continuity of justice sector reform efforts and preserving institutional memory”. 

Another important player in the coordination mechanism of the JSRS implementation is the Steering Committee of 
the Financing Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Moldova and the European Union for the Support 
to Justice Sector Reform Program, signed on 14 June 2013 in Brussels and approved by Government Decision No. 669 
of 2 September 201312. 

8 NCRBPLN was established by Presidential Decree No. 219-VII of 6 August 2012 and includes representatives of the Parliament, Government 
and relevant players in the justice sector, development partners and civil society.

9 http://justice.gov.md/public/files/file/reforma_sectorul_justitiei/consiliul_national/Decizia_CNROOND_27.04.2015.pdf 
10 http://justice.gov.md/public/files/file/reforma_sectorul_justitiei/consiliul_national/Decizia_CNROOND_No._1_din_10.04.2014.pdf 
11 Decree of the President of the Republic of Moldova No. 1521 of 14 April 2015 on the amendment of Article 1 of Decree of the President of 

the Republic of Moldova No.219-VII of 6 August 2012 (Official Monitor of the Republic of Moldova, 2015, 98-101, art. 159) http://lex.justice.md/
md/358119/ 

12 http://lex.justice.md/index.php?action=view&view=doc&lang=1&id=34953 
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The Ministry of Justice has been appointed the responsible institution for implementing the provisions of the above-
mentioned Agreement. According to the Financing Agreement, the budget support consists of four tranches to be dis-
bursed in 2013-2016. In November 2013, the European Union transferred the first tranche of 15 million Euros of the total 
amount of 60 million Euros, in accordance with the Financing Agreement. The Addendum to the Agreement defines the 
exact performance criteria and indicators used for disbursements (Policy Matrix). The second tranche of 13.2 million 
Euro was disbursed in September 2014.

According to para 2.3.2. of Addendum II of Budget Support Agreement N ENPI/2012/023-420, the Steering Commit-
tee responsible for the implementation of actions stipulated in the Policy Matrix was set up. The Committee consists of 
members delegated from institutions involved directly in the implementation of Policy Matrix, as well as representatives 
of the UE Delegation to Moldova and civil society. On 22 September 2015, by Order of the Minister of Justice13 the new 
structure of the Steering Committee was approved, which follows the logic of the establishment of the previous Steering 
Committee.  The Committee meets every 6 months to discuss all legal aspects related to the fulfilment of conditionality 
by the Government of the RM to annually benefit from budget support for the implementation of Justice Sector Reform 
Strategy.

The Steering Committee held 3 sessions in 2015 to discuss matters related to the fulfilment of conditionalities for the 
disbursement of the third tranche of the budget support provided by the EU to continue the justice sector reforms. The 
agenda and minutes of the sessions can be found at: http://justice.gov.md/tabview.php?l=ro&idc=522. 

II. 2. Support of development partners and the EU TA projects 
The justice sector reform process has been encouraged, supported and closely monitored by the development part-

ners. As it has been described in previous reports, the cooperation with the development partners is prescribed by the 
Regulation on the Operation of the working groups coordinating and monitoring the JSRS. Based on these norms, it is 
envisaged that in order to concentrate the assistance and maintain a coordinated mechanism of cooperation with the 
development partners the following shall be ensured: regular meetings with all donors and development partners in the 
justice sector; regular individual meetings with donors and development partners on ongoing basis; involve donors and 
development partners in the WGs activity as members-observers, as well as guests every time it is deemed necessary 
and beneficial for Strategy and Action Plan implementation process; regular information of donors and development 
partners about WG activity and evolutions registered in the Strategy and Action Plan implementation. According to the 
WG Regulation for monitoring the implementation of JSRS, the representatives of development partners are part of WG 
composition.  

In 2015, the representatives of development partners participated in most meetings of the WGs, as well as in regular 
and thematic meetings with players involved in JSRS implementation. At the same time, in the context of the mechanism 
for external assistance coordination, two meetings were held in 2015 with representatives of donors and civil society. 

Hence, on 31 March 2015 the 2014 Annual Report on the implementation of the JSRS together with the list of prior-
ities for 201514, the plan to promote the JSRS outcomes, as well as the online external assistance coordination platform 
and the contribution of the civil society in implementing the JSRS were presented. The respective platform represents 
an important source for donors and allows avoidance of doubled efforts and channelling the support namely toward the 
directions requested by the justice sector institutions, as well as a better planning and interconnection of donors’ actions 
with institutions’ needs.  Currently, the platform contains information about the support provided by the EU technical 
assistance projects and donor institutions since 2014.15 The introduction of this consolidated online database for the 
coordination of international donors’ assistance in the justice sector was possible with the support of the EU technical 
assistance Project 1 and undoubtedly, will contribute to its efficient monitoring. Especially, the online platform should 
provide regular updated information about the statute and specific contributions to the JSRS and AP JSRS implementa-
tion, as well as about other fields of sector reform. 

The second meeting with representatives of development partners and civil society took place on 12 November 2015, 
when the interim report on progresses related to the JSRS implementation in 2015 and priorities for technical assistance 
in 2016 were presented. Also, the integrated statistical database for justice sector http://statistica.justice.gov.md/en/ was 
presented during this meeting, developed by the EU TA Project 1 experts. This database provides access to statistical in-
formation about the activity of related institutions: the police, General Prosecutor’s Office, the judiciary, legal assistance, 
legal professions, links to public databases and other services, etc. 

13 Order of the Minister of Justice No. 401 of 22.09.2015 http://justice.gov.md/public/files/file/reforma_sectorul_justitiei/comitetul_de_
coordonare/ORDIN_COM_COORD_COMP.pdf 

14 These priorities are preponderantly the actions that have not been financially covered or require methodological and advisory support with 
regard to best practices in an area with no similar experience in Moldova.

15 The platform can be accessed at: http://srsj.justice.gov.md/index.php.  

II. The mechanism for coordinating and monitoring the implementation of JSRS and 
Action Plan
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In 2015 the following development partners provided assistance to the public institutions in implementing the Strate-
gy actions: the European Commission (through the Delegation of the European Union to Moldova), UNDP, US Embas-
sy, Terres des Hommes, Council of Europe, ROLISP, USAID, OSCE, IRZ Foundation, ABA/ROLI, White and Case, the 
Konrad Adenauer Program, EBRD, World Bank through StAR initiative, NORLAM etc. 

The representatives of the US Embassy, CoE Office, ABA/ROLI, NORLAM, and European Union High Level Policy 
Advise Mission to the Republic of Moldova (EUHLPAM) have been actively engaged in the work of the groups to de-
velop and complete the Concept of prosecution service reform and draft law on prosecution service. The Study on the 
optimization of court locator map was developed with the financial support of the USAID ROLISP16. An invaluable sup-
port was offered by the American Bar Association – Rule of Law Initiative (ABA/ROLI), the UNDP, Soros Foundation 
Moldova, International Migration Organisation (OIM), NORLAM, etc. in developing relevant studies for the JSRS and 
organising training courses for exponents of the justice sector etc. 

The European Union High Level Policy Advise Mission to the Republic of Moldova (EUHLPAM)17, through the 
group of high level international experts who activate in some very important institutions, key players in reforms (MoJ, 
PG, NAC and MIA), provided consistent contribution in policy implementation and monitoring in the field in 2015. 

The USAID/ROLISP Project has contributed substantially to the institutional enhancement of premises and IT infra-
structure in courts. ROLISP provided specialised training, technical and informational assistance, as well as support to 
SCM and Department of Judicial Administration (DJA) in finance and budget planning. 

The role and implication of development partners in the implementation of JSRS are detailed in Chapter IV of the 
Report, as well as in table format downloaded on JSRS webpage http://justice.gov.md/map.php?l=ro&idc=444. 

Relevant for year 2015 is the plenary involvement of three important EU technical assistance projects for the jus-
tice sector reform in the RM, additionally to Project ‘Support in Coordinating the Justice Sector Reform in Moldova’, 
launched in April 2013 in support of the reform process. The additional financial support provided by the European 
Union through these four technical assistance projects amounts to 10 million Euros; an additional EU-RM Agreement 
for this purpose was signed in 2012. 

The four major EU projects from the justice sector are:
I. Support in Coordinating the Justice Sector Reform in Moldova18 
II. Support the Pre-Trial Investigation, Prosecution and the Defence Set-Up in Moldova 
III. Increased Efficiency, Accountability and Transparency of Courts in Moldova 
IV. Support to the enforcement, probation and rehabilitation systems in Moldova 

The projects aim at supporting Moldova’s judicial system, preliminary investigation and prosecution service, as well 
as enforcement, penitentiary and probation systems in their reform. Another objective of these projects is to strengthen 
and better coordinate the reform efforts of different institutions in the justice system to implement the JSRS and AP JSRS.

General information about four technical assistance projects, their objectives, implementation period and direct and 
indirect beneficiaries are included in the 2014 Annual Report on the implementation of the JSRS19. More details on the 
four projects, team members, implemented activities and activity reports can be obtained by accessing the Directory 
‘Justice Sector Reform Strategy for the years 2011-2016’ under sub-directory ‘EU assistance projects to support the im-
plementation of JSRS’ on the webpage of the Ministry of Justice: http://justice.gov.md/category.php?l=ro&idc=497, as 
well as on mentioned online platform: http://JSRS.justice.gov.md/index.php.

II. 3. Involvement and communication with civil society 
Maintaining the communication with civil society representatives in the JSRS implementation should continue to 

remain a priority on the agenda of the institutions responsible for the JSRS implementation. 
The previous annual report mentioned, ‘Sustainable partnerships have been established with some representatives of the 

civil society in 2011-2014, who are encouraged to fully engage in the implementation of important actions from JSRS. Similar 
to the communication platform with the development partners, a platform has been created for the communication with the 
civil society. This communication has taken the form of their participation in the working groups monitoring the Strategy, 
inter-institutional groups for implementing some actions from the Action Plan, and separate meetings to discuss the progress 
made and to establish cooperation partnerships for the following year. This platform serves as an efficient and necessary tool 
for motivating the civil society to get actively involved in the reform process by offering constructive criticism concerning the 
legislative initiatives, methodological and advisory support’. 

16  http://crjm.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Moldova-Optimiz-instatelor.pdf 
17  http://ro.euhlpam.org/Despre-noi 
18  The EU TA Projects ends in April 2016.
19  http://justice.gov.md/public/files/file/reforma_sectorul_justitiei/rapoarte/2015/Coperta_si_Raport_ROM.pdf, pages 8-9
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In 2015, the representatives of civil society participated in meetings of sector WGs, continued the activity of the 
inter-institutional groups to develop important normative acts (for example: the working group for developing the nec-
essary normative framework for NIC capacity building; working group for developing suggestions to amend the law on 
discretion margin of justice sector players; working group on developing amendments to Law on Advocacy, working 
group on juvenile justice etc.).

At the same time, other independent monitoring was conducted in addition to the monitoring and coordination 
mechanism prescribed by the Strategy:

■ http://crjm.org/ The Legal Resource Centre of Moldova (LRCM) has been conducting systematic monitoring 
since 2013 of the work of the Superior Council of Magistracy (SCM), and since 2014 has begun a separate moni-
toring of the work of the Disciplinary Board of the SCM. Additionally, the LRSM developed a number of reports/
studies/surveys in justice sector reform field, some findings being reflected in the following chapters of this Re-
port;  

■ http://www.moldovacurata.md/ web portal administrated by the Association of Independent Press,   conducts 
alternative monitoring of the activities of the National Integrity Commission (NIC)20;

■ www.capc.md – Centre for Analysis and Prevention of Corruption (CAPC) monitor the collegiums on selection 
and performance evaluation of judges within the SCM;

■ www.magistrat.md: independent web portal, launched by the NGO Lawyers for Human Rights, contains infor-
mation about the integrity and professional development of every 400 judges in courts of all levels. The database 
contains information on professional performances of judges, profile pictures, biographic data, disciplinary pro-
cedures initiated and sanctions applied, cases lost by the Republic of Moldova at the European Court of Human 
Rights, income and financial interest declarations, income and property statement, conflicts of interest, number of 
judgments/rulings maintained/overturned, appearance in the mass-media, and other relevant information;

■ www.zdg.md Ziarul de gardă benefits from a special grant for investigative journalism. It carries out investigations 
and monitors the activity of civil servants, integrity etc.

II.4. Ensuring transparency and communication for promoting JSRS outcomes
Enhancing visibility of justice sector reform is a constant priority of the sector players and is recommended every 

time by the NCRLEE and development partners. It is essential to explain the goals of justice sector reform and to submit 
its results to the public, to allow active participation in the reform and to benefit from final outcomes of the reform. 

The 2014 annual report mentioned, ‘In 2015 it is crucial for the actions aimed at promoting and disseminating infor-
mation about the implementation of JSRS continue to raise public awareness about the benefits and practical implications 
produced by justice sector reform in 3 years of implementation, ongoing actions and actions to be implemented in the 
next years’. 

The EU technical assistance Project 1 provided support to the Working Group on communication about justice sector 
reform, established by Order of Minister of Justice of 28 July 2014, in organising a meeting on 25 June 2015 with com-
munication specialists from JSRS institutions to discuss the implementation of Action Plan for March-June 2015 and to 
update, discuss and finalise the Action Plan to promote information about reform outcomes achieved in July - December 
2015 and to contribute to the second JSRS Newsletter21. 

The PR experts from sector institutions defined the main target group for communication training organised and 
held by the EU Project 1. The target group was defined based on thorough needs assessment with regard to communi-
cation about the JSRS and relevant capacities of sector institutions, an assessment undertook in the previous period. A 
workshop was organised for 20 liaison officers of the Working Group for the JSRS promotion on 30-31 July, aiming to 
improve written communication skills. The training approached the following efficient communication aspects: expecta-
tions of the mass media, storytelling, written communication standards of the Government, forms of written communi-
cation, frequent mistakes, avoiding formality, using correct grammar and vocabulary. The two-day workshop was taught 
by 4 trainers: 1 expert in written communication skills, Head of Communication of the Government of the RM, and 2 
Communication Experts of the EU Project. 

In August 2015, a communication workshop for more than 20 liaison officers, members of Working Group for the 
JSRS promotion was organised under the auspices of EU TA Project 1. The workshop referred to the role of corporative 
messages in promoting the JSRS, especially: adapting the communication to the objectives of the institution, sources 
of messages. A significant part of training was focused on practical aspects, such as: develop anticorruption and deci-

20  http://www.moldovacurata.md/ 
21  http://justice.gov.md/public/files/buletin_informativ/Buletin_JSRS_No_2-2015_ro_web.pdf 
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sion-making transparency messages, as well as memorable phrases and quotations that can be memorised and simplified 
and can contribute to efficient communication.    

In September 2015, a communication workshop for more than 40 liaison officers, members of the Working Group 
for the promotion of the JSRS and other personnel from sector institutions was organised in cooperation with the EU 
TA Project 3 on efficiency, accountability and transparency in the courts of the R. Moldova. This training was the third 
in the number of events for communication capacity enhancement carried out in accordance with the Communication 
Plan of the JSRS. The training focused on crisis management – institutional cooperation with the press in emergency and 
special situations and included several workshops, including the simulation of some practical situations to improve the 
response to institutional crisis. 

On 25 September 2015, the EU technical assistance Project 1 organised a roundtable with the participation of 
high level officials to improve the communication of the management of justice sector partner institutions. The 
workshop was opened by the H.E. Mr. Pirkka Tapiola, Head of EU Delegation who stressed out the importance of 
justice sector reform communication and emphasised serious concerns about its speed and results. The event was at-
tended by the MoJ management and representatives, Supreme Court of Justice, prosecutors, SCM, People’s Advocate 
Office in the R. Moldova, Department of Penitentiary Institutions, Union of Lawyers/ Bar Association, Probation 
Office (since December 2015  – National Probation Institute), etc.  Based on inputs provided during the trainings, 
the technical assistance Project 1 experts have developed the Communication Guide for press officers and other staff 
of sector institutions.  

In 2015 two Newsletters of the Justice Sector Reform Strategy, which included information about the evolution and 
achievements in the justice sector, were developed and disseminated. The Newsletters are available electronically in Ro-
manian and English languages on the MoJ webpage: http://justice.gov.md/libview.php?l=ro&idc=654&id=2557. 

Also, with the assistance of the EU Project to Support Coordination of Justice Sector Reform in Moldova, the ini-
tiative of 50 radio shows dedicated to justice sector reform has continued at the public radio station, Radio Moldova 
Actualități, which is one of the most listened radio station in Moldova22. Starting October 23, 2014, every Thursday, the 
audience can find out about the results of JSRS in different fields and can address questions to the invited guests. The 
broadcast continued until the end of 2015.

II. 5. Costs of justice sector reform and particularities of 2015 budget execution 
This Section refers to the following aspects of the AP JSRS financing:
■ Updated JSRS implementation costs;
■ Particularities of JSRS funding in 2015;
■ Sustainability aspects after the finalisation of JSRS.

The matter of justice reform costs was brought for the first time in 2015 when the preliminary total costs based on 
executed 2013 and 2014 budgets, allocated 2015 budget for the implementation of the JSRS, as well as the Medium Term 
Budget Framework 2016-2018, were calculated. Currently, this estimation should be updated based on three-year JSRS 
implementation information and budget allocated for 201623. The four-year framework covers integrally the JSRS imple-
mentation period and may be considered (when the 2016 budget is completely spent) as final costs. 

The final JSRS implementation cost amounts to MDL 906.4 million or 45% of the initially estimated cost. The cost 
takes into account: 1. Budgets executed through treasury account to finance JSRS and 2. Estimations of the Ministry of 
Finance referring to the wage increases for the justice sector players24. From procedure point of view, the abovemen-
tioned increase is not distributed between annual strategic planning circuits, but is estimated by the Ministry of Finance 
based on parameters set up in Law on Salary of Judges. In accordance with the MTBF, the budget impact due to the wage 
increase was MDL 44.3 million in 2014, MDL 38.9 million in 2015 and MDL 52.8 million in 2016.  The total impact 
accounting for MDL 136 million has a share of 15% of total cost of the JSRS.

During three years of JSRS implementation (2013-2015), 62% of the budget allocated for the reform was spent, 
the rest 38% being planned to be spent in 2016.  Based on these, the justice sector reform burden on the national 
public budget is significantly higher than in previous years.  However, we would like to mention that mostly this 
burden is due to increase of salaries of justice sector actors (MDL 52.8 million) which was gradually implemented. 

22 http://trm.md/ro/justitie-echitabila-pentru-fiecare/ 
23 At the moment, the calculations of the budget allocated for 2016 are made based on the draft Budget Law, which should be adopted shortly 

by the Parliament of the Republic of Moldova.
24 In the present form, the final cost of JSRS implementation represents a slight underestimation of effective costs because some expenditures 

made by institutions from baseline, as well as other bilateral commitments through which the development partners supported directly the 
implementation of some actions without including this information in the budget system have not been taken into account.
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Without this reform action, which was completely internalised by the national public budget, the budget allocated 
for the JSRS implementation in 2016 is MDL 298.6 million – spent under the conditions of direct budgetary support 
breakdown. 

JSRS implementation cost breakdown by years 

The most expensive reform actions account for 90% of the total cost for the JSRS implementation. Four out of ten 
actions are capital investments in court infrastructure (MDL 257 million), penitentiary system (MDL 179.2 million), 
General Prosecutor’s Offices (MDL 25.8 million) and National Justice Institute (MDL 15.6 million).  Wage expenditures 
related to salary increase for judges (MDL 136 million) and introduction of judiciary assistant position (MDL 122.3 mil-
lion) account for a significant share of the reform’s costs. The other four expensive actions refer to the modernisation of 
equipment and necessary software. 

Most expensive 10 actions of the JSRS % MDL

Renovation of court offices across the country (Action 1.1.12) 28% 257,185,900 

Develop the infrastructure in all places of deprivation of liberty (Action 6.4.2) 20% 179,246,600 

Salary increase for justice sector players (Action 4.1.1) 15% 136,000,000 

Introducing the position of the judiciary assistant (Action 1.3.10) 13% 122,300,500 

Implement modern criminal investigation and prosecution methods (Action 2.3.1) 3% 28,521,400 

Renovation of General Prosecutor’s office buildings (Action 2.2.6) 3% 25,845,500 

Procurement of necessary equipment to prevent corruptive behaviour (Action 4.1.5) 2% 18,150,200 

Increase public access to normative/regulatory acts (Action 7.2.3) 2% 16,113,900 

Renovation of headquarter of the National Institute of Justice (Action 1.3.1) 2% 15,615,300 

Implement the e-justice system (Action 1.2.2) 1% 12,941,300 

Total 90% 811,920,600

Year 2015 was special from the perspective of reform funding method. The absorption capacity that concerned us 
highly in 2013 and 2014, was not a priority constraint anymore.  A primary impediment in funding the reform actions in 
2015 was the fact that the responsible institutions in the sector operated in the first four month of the year based on 
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a temporary budget. In accordance with the budgetary norms, this implies funding actions started in the previous year 
depending on the pre-set parameters, without initiating new actions. The 2015 budget was approved in April, hence de 
facto and de jure, the new policy actions could have started only in May. 

The financial issues have not ended there. The circular of the Ministry of Finance of 30 July 2015 announced the sus-
pension of certain state budget expenditures. Hence, since July the public procurement for contracting works and ser-
vices have been in fact stopped.  In these circumstances, the institutional capacity to use budgetary means to implement 
the reform actions has become irrelevant. The Ministry of Justice, as coordinating institution of reform has undertook a 
number of decisive steps to unfreeze the necessary minimum to continue the reform.  In particular, the priority has been 
determined:

(i)  financing the activities related to the implementation of the Policy Matrix with the EU; 
(ii)  financing ongoing activities and namely wage expenses for service providers; 
(iii) paying off debts for executed works/rendered services; and 
(iv) financing reconstruction/renovation works of buildings that were supposed to be finalised in 2015.

An essential aspect from the point of view of funding the reform in 2015 was lack of budgetary support from many 
development partners. Hence, the initial budget allocated to Justice Sector for the implementation of the JSRS actions 
has been decreased by 49% from MDL 280.6 million to only MDL 144.2 million.  As a result of this decrease, a number 
of important actions has not been funded, and hence, have not been fully implemented.  On the other hand, the devel-
opment of 2016 budget took into account the MTBF 2016-2018 and real financing needs of the sector institutions. The 
amount allocated initially for the JSRS implementation in 2016 was MDL 298.6 million.

Absorption capacity of means  
allocated for the JSRSS implementation by Pillars

The absorption level of budgetary means intended for the JSRS implementation in 2015 accounted for 83.3%, 
less than in the previous year when it was 95.4% and lesser compared to 2013 – 84.9%.  As we have mentioned be-
fore, the decreased absorption level of budgetary means has not been conditioned by the institutional absorption 
capacity, but by the particularities of 2015 budget funding. The final result achieved by rectifying the JSRS budget 
was influenced by the incapacity of the General Prosecutor’s Office to observe the budgetary limits at the end of the 
project (only MDL 2.1 million was spent from 16.1 million allocated, in accordance with rectified budget). Hence, if 
the General Prosecutor’s Office would succeed in spending the means, the budget execution of the JSRS would have 
been 94.5%. 

Justice system

Criminal justice

Respect for human rights 
in the justice sector

Well-coordinated, well-managed 
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What comes after the finalization of justice sector reform?
The final cost of MDL 910.6 million indicated above refers to the JSRS implementation period, respectively, is un-

til 2016. Beyond this period, there are some other expenditures related to the JSRS implementation, which are called 
sustainability costs. Currently, these amount to MDL 270.2 million as difference between the MTBF 2016-2018 and 
the budget allocated for 2016.  Certainly, with the new 2017-2019 strategic planning cycle development, these costs 
will grow. The sustainability cots derive from ongoing actions, such as: salaries paid to justice sector players, judiciary 
assistants, paralegals, as well as maintenance costs for a number of software developed during the JSRS implementation.  
A recommendation is that these costs should be absorbed at baseline.

Besides the abovementioned, there is another aspect regarding the sustainability. Currently, all new policy initia-
tives derive from actions included in the AP JSRS. It is clear that after finalizing the reform strategy, the respon-
sible institutions should develop new policy initiatives either as specific policies meant to solve current issues in 
the justice sector, or based on a new umbrella policy document that would aim at evaluating the impact of the JSRS 
implementation.

II. The mechanism for coordinating and monitoring the implementation of JSRS and 
Action Plan
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III. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE LEVEL OF IMPLEMENTATION  
OF ACTIONS ENVISAGED FOR AP JSRS IN 2015

As it has been mentioned in the Introduction of this report, 2015 was a year of continued planned implementation 
of the JSRS and AP JSRS. Taking into account the qualifications and conclusions of the sector WGs for coordinating and 
monitoring the implementation of JSRS, the level of implementation of the planed and outstanding actions in the re-
porting period was 71%. Table 5 gives information of the level of implementation of outstanding actions due at the end 
of 2015, for each Pillar of the JSRS in part. 

It can be observed that a good rate of implementation was registered under Pillar VI Human Rights Observance in the 
Justice Sector (84% of total outstanding actions), Pillar VII A Well-Coordinated, Well-Managed, and Accountable Justice 
Sector (77%) and Pillar I The Judicial System (76%). At the same time, there is a lower rate of implementation of actions 
under Pillar II Criminal Justice (58%) and Pillar III Access to Justice and Enforcement of Court Judgments (53%). The 
level of implementation, success and failure are presented in Chapter IV of the Report. 

Pillar Total actions Actions  
implemented

Actions partly 
implemented

Actions not  
implemented

Obsolete/
irrelevant actions

Pillar I 121 92  (76%) 20 8 1

Pillar II 84 49 (58%) 25 10 0

Pillar III 54 32  (59%) 18 3 1

Pillar IV 56 35 (62%) 15 3 3

Pillar V 28 21 (75%) 5 1 1

Pillar VI 100 84 (84%) 9 7 0

Pillar VII 44 34 (77%) 9 1 0

Total/per cent 487 (100%) 347 (71%) 101 (21%) 33 (7%) 6 (1%)

The dynamic analysis of the implementation of actions from the AP JSRS shows an increasing level of implementation 
every year. If in 2012 the implementation level was 56%, in 2013-2014 the implementation pace accelerated, and high 
progressive rates were registered. For details see Figure 3 below.

Evolution of the level of implementation of actions envisaged in AP JSRS (2012-2015)

 Implemented actions  Partially implemented actions  Actions not implemented  Obsolete/irrelevant actions
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However, 2015 compared to 2014 has registered a modest increase of actions implemented: only by 2% in 2015 com-
pared to 9% of the JSRS implementation level in 2014, which also was a difficult year. At the same time, the rate of ac-
tions not implemented and partly implemented is almost unchanged. We have mentioned the causes of these situations: 
political instability and lack of consequent funding programme, including limited possibilities of authorities to contract 
services/goods through public procurement (see Section II.5 from previous Chapter). The suspension of budget support 
to justice sector reform by the EU is another possible cause. 

The most important progress achieved in 2015 is reflected in the analysis per each Pillar of JSRS in Chapter IV of this 
Report. Summarizing this information, we would like to mention the most remarkable achievements in 2015:

Judiciary system: 
A. implementation of the new mechanism of disciplinary liability of judges once the Law on the Disciplinary Liability 

of Judges has entered into force on 1 January 2015;
B. repeated revision of criminal and contravention immunity for judges to limit and clarify it;
C. the process of optimizing the court locator map, including costs calculation of optimization, has advanced;
D. the implementation of new procedures for selecting judges and their performance evaluation has continued;
E. the application of information technologies in judicial processes to exclude potential manipulation has been mod-

ernized;
F. practical implementation of new salary increase rules to judges.

Criminal justice and integrity of justice sector players: 
G. the reform process of prosecution service (the new Law on Prosecution Service was adopted in 2015 in the first 

reading and second reading in February 2016 ) is advancing;
H. regulations and methodologies on judicial expertise and instruments used by the expertise institutions are further 

modernized; 
I. training and testing of new uniform performance indicators system for the institutions involved in criminal pro-

ceedings  continued;
J. provisions of Law on professional integrity testing as a result of the Judgment of Constitutional Court have been 

revised; 
K. accelerate the process, implicitly the draft laws referring to the NIC reform.

Upgrading and promoting regulations on legal professions in the justice sector and instruments for alternative 
dispute settlement solutions:

L. law on mediation adopted;
M. state guaranteed legal aid system enhanced;
N. draft laws on enforcement of judgements system, status of interpreters and translators in proceedings, notary ac-

tivity promoted and adopted by the Parliament.

Strengthening human rights observance in the justice sector:
O. reform of People’s Advocate institution (Ombudsman) is ongoing;
P. the Constitutional Court reform process launched;
Q. protection mechanisms for children participating in trial developed and ensured.

As mentioned in previous reports, the list of achievements is not exhaustive, or the actions provided for by the JSRS, 
are mostly long-term impact actions and have not been designed to produce immediate effects. In medium- and long-
term, if all complex and interconnected actions are implemented, they may modify the state of affairs in the justice sector, 
to change the perceptions of litigators and behaviour patterns of justice sector players.  

The achievements and outstanding issues/failures for each Pillar are presented in the next Chapter.  At the same time, 
more details are provided in table reports for each Pillar, which can be visualised on the MoJ webpage: http://justice.gov.
md/category.php?l=ro&idc=439&. 

III. General description of the level of implementation of actions envisaged for ap JSRS in 
2015
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF MEASURES OF AP JSRS  
IN ACCORDANCE WITH ITS PILLARS (2015)

This Chapter provides information about the level of implementation of actions envisaged under each Pillar, actions 
due in 2015. Information on the level of implementation of actions is provided in graphic and table formats. It should be 
noted that the graphic information was calculated according to indicators different from the indicators used by the WG 
for monitoring AP JSRS to calculate the level of implementation and is reflected in table format for each Pillar. 

Graphic figures for each Pillar show the level of implementation of actions, according to Strategy and AP as of the 
date indicated on horizontal axis.  The numeric code ‘1512’ means: first two digits ‘15’ – year 2015, last two digits ‘12’ – 
month of December.  The blue background shows the workload (of total per Pillar by the end of Strategy and Action 
Plan - 2016, respectively) planned for the respective phase (for ex. December 2015). The yellow columns indicate the 
level of implementation at respective date.  We would like to indicate that the workload for each Pillar was calculated 
depending on the following criteria: number of actions in the Pillar, number of indicators for these actions, weighting 
of strategic directions/fields of interventions/actions/indicators as set by the Working Group.  Respectively, taking into 
account the fact that the basis for calculation for drawing the graphic figures is different from that calculated per actions, 
according to tables below, the percentage shares calculated have certain differences. Thus, the diagrams include and 
show the workload for actions partly implemented.  Hence, the percentage shares in the graphic figures reflect a share of 
workload done in relation to total number of actions planned per Pillar due in December 2016. Moreover, the diagrams 
take into account the weighting (importance) of each element (strategic direction/field of intervention/ action/indicator) 
of the Action Plan in relation to other elements of the same level in the Pillar. Or, “importance”/weighting of each action 
is different in achieving the objectives set in the Pillar. 

Furthermore, each Pillar presents an overview of key achievements and backlogs in 2015. There are tables for each 
Pillar containing information on the level of implementation of actions, in accordance with the provisions of Methodol-
ogy for monitoring the implementation of JSRS. For a better accessibility of the reflected level of implementation of ac-
tions, the following marking colours are used: actions implemented – blue; actions partially implemented – yellow; actions 
not implemented – red, obsolete actions – orange.

IV.1 Pillar I. Judicial system
The specific objective defined for Pillar I is ‘Strengthening the independence, accountability, impartiality, efficiency and 

transparency of the judicial system’.  
Actions covered by Pillar I of JSRS are focused on three strategic directions: 1. Ensuring accessibility and indepen-

dence of the judicial system, 2. Increasing the transparency and efficiency of the judicial system, 3. Raising the standards 
of professionalism and responsibility of persons involved in delivering justice. 

In order to achieve the objectives set for Pillar I, 122 actions were planned for the implementation period of JSRS for 
the years of 2011-2016. 

Level of implementation of actions planned under Pillar I (2011-2015) 

Pillar I. Justice system
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By the fourth quarter of 2015, according to the timeframe, 121 actions were due for implementation. Of the total 
121 actions due as of December 31, 2015 – 92 were implemented, 20 partly implemented, 8 not implemented, and 1 
action was determined by the WG as obsolete/irrelevant action. 

Level of implementation of actions planned for Pillar I, according to WG Methodology

Total actions planned by 2015 Actions  
implemented

Actions partly 
implemented Actions not Obsolete/Irrelevant

121 92 20 8 1

100% 76 % 16% 6% 2%

During the reporting period many achievements have been registered under Pillar I, including due to reform efforts 
made in the previous period, once normative acts have been adopted and effectively enforced.

ACHIEVEMENTS:
A. The enforcement of the new disciplinary liability mechanism for judges
On 25 July 2014, the Government by assuming responsibility has adopted Law No. 178 on Disciplinary Liability of 

Judges25.  The main goal of the law was to create an effective and transparent disciplinary liability system for judges. It 
should be mentioned that the new law has amended the previous disciplinary sanctioning mechanism for judges, includ-
ing by extending the number of subjects with the right to lodge a complaint, instituting a template for the content of the 
complaint and its verification at the admissibility phase (panels of admissibility) etc.

The 2015 Report of the Disciplinary Committee of the SCM26 mentions that ‘during the period 01 January – 31 De-
cember 2015, the Judges Disciplinary Committee received 15 outstanding procedures that were transferred from 2014, 35 
complaints about facts that may represent disciplinary violations declared admissible by the Panel of Admissibility and 25 
appeals of decisions of Panels of Admissibility. Overall, there were registered 75 disciplinary cases related to judges of all 
levels. […]. It should be stressed out that 15 outstanding procedures transferred from 2014 were examined, in accordance 
with the Law No. 95027’.

According to the same report, the Disciplinary Committee held 18 sessions in 2015 to examine the following:
15 – outstanding disciplinary procedures from 2014;
26 – complaints declared admissible by Panels of Admissibility (disciplinary cases). 

The table below reflects the statistics of disciplinary cases examined in 2014 and 2015 and types of sanctions applied.

Applied sanctions 2014 2015

Warning 12 8

Reprimand 3 2

Severe reprimand – 1

Proposal to dismiss a judge 1 1

The report of Disciplinary Committee mentions, ‘The institution of Panels of Admissibility has led to considerable 
decrease of the number of disciplinary proceedings, compared to previous years […] the modification of procedure to initi-
ate disciplinary proceedings by instituting Panels has decreased the number of sanctions applied. […] it is certain that the 
sanctions applied by the Disciplinary Committee based on the new procedure are lighter or, out of 26 examined disciplinary 
cases based on Law No. 178, 5 warnings were applied, and out of 15 outstanding cases examined in accordance with the 
old law, 7 disciplinary sanctions were applied, including: 1 dismissal, 2 reprimands, 1 severe reprimand, and 3 warnings. 

25 http://lex.justice.md/index.php?action=view&view=doc&lang=1&id=354341 The development of this very important law, from the 
perspective of the judicial sector reform and responsibility of judges, was very difficult.  Although adopted by the Government and sent to the 
Parliament for examination in 2013, the law even after obtaining the Opinion of the Venice Commission, has not been adopted by the Parliament 
yet due to different reasons that delayed the process. Taking into account the importance of this law in advancing the reform processes and taking 
into account the uncertainty regarding the activity of the Legislator in 2014, the Government has assumed the responsibility for this law.

26 http://csm.md/files/RAPOARTE/2015/RaportColegiuluiDsiciplinar_2015.pdf 
27 Law on Disciplinary Committee and Disciplinary liability of Judges 

IV. Implementation of measures of ap JSRS in accordance with its pillars (2015)
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Hence, we can say that the institution of the Panels is welcome, because the number of proceedings and sanctions applied 
has decreased, but it is necessary to clarify that the new procedure led to delayed examination of disciplinary cases, which is 
unfavourable. Moreover, initiating disciplinary proceedings by the Panels of Admissibility raises more discussions regarding 
the fact that the members that initiate disciplinary procedure, three in number, participate in the examination of the case 
on the merits as well’.

The institution of the disciplinary liability mechanism for judges was monitored by the LRCM. The policy document 
‘Needs assessment to improve legal framework for disciplinary liability of the judge’28, launched in 2016, determined, ‘In 
the first year of implementation of Law No. 178, the statistics showed that the rate of initiating disciplinary proceedings 
in 2015 decreased by almost 27%, compared to 2014, although, the number of subjects eligible to lodge a complaint has 
increased. If in 2014 one proceeding was initiated for every 48 disciplinary petitions, then in 2015 one proceeding was ini-
tiated for every 61 complaints.  Moreover, the sanctioning rate of judges decreased four times. According to recent surveys, 
about 75% of population does not have trust in the justice system; it is difficult to explain such huge decrease of sanctioning, 
unless there is a complicated and formal mechanism to bring to disciplinary liability’. The policy document contains a 
number of recommendations to improve the existing autonomy system and organisation of judicial inspection, struc-
ture and mandate of the members of Disciplinary Committee, operational procedures of the Committee to streamline 
and simplify them etc.

B. Repeated revision of criminal and contravention immunity of judges to limit and clarify it
Gradual restriction of criminal and contravention immunity of judges has always been on the agenda of the justice 

sector players. In 2015, to enforce the findings of the Constitutional Court from its Judgement No.22 of 5 September 
2015, and at the suggestion of the judiciary sector representatives, repeated amendments to Art. 19 of Law on Status of 
Judge were made. This time, the contravention immunity of a judge was excluded (he/she may be subject to contraven-
tional sanctions only by the court, without the consent of the SCM).

As for the criminal liability of judges for committing corruption-related offences, according to the 2015 NAC Re-
port29, ‘in 2014-2015, a total of 17 judges were investigated for offences committed.  In 2015, there were discovered offences 
committed by 9 judges. Criminal proceedings have been initiated against 8 judges.  Of which, 3 sentences were delivered on 
criminal cases, including 2 irrevocable’.

C. The process of optimizing the court locator map, including cost calculation of optimization and adoption of 
the draft law in the first reading, has advanced

The estimation of costs for court locator optimization was finalised in 2015. The Feasibility Study for Court Optimi-
zation in the Republic of Moldova, conducted by the USAID/ROLISP, Justice Management Institute, URBANPROIECT 
and LRCM, was presented in July 2015. According to informative note of the MoJ to the draft law on reorganisation of 
courts, the Study served to support the draft law, especially in setting up the optimization process and costs. The estimat-
ed total cost of court reorganisation is Euro 76,099.970.

The draft law on court system reorganisation was approved by Government Decision No. 68 of 25 February 2016 and 
submitted to the Parliament for examination. On 11 March 2016 the draft law was adopted by the Parliament in the first 
reading30.

D. Implementation of new judge selection and performance evaluation procedures is ongoing 
According to the 2015 Report of Selection Committee31, ‘the needs of the judiciary to fill in the vacancies for the posi-

tions of judge, president or vice-president of court have determined a more frequent convocation of the Selection Committee, 
as compared to previous years. In total, 16 sessions were held: by 6 more than in 2014 and by 5 more than in 2013’.  The 
same report mentions that in 2015, the Selection Committee issued 153 motivated rulings regarding the following cat-
egories of candidates:

■ 87 candidates for the position of judge;
■ 35 judges who want to be appointed as president/vice-president of a court;
■ 23 judges who requested a promotion to a hierarchically superior court;
■ 8 judges who requested the transfer to a court of the same level.

The application of new judge selection procedure was closely monitored by the civil society, by monitoring the ac-
tivity of the Selection Committee. According to the CAPC Report on monitoring the judge selection and performance 

28 http://crjm.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/2016-02-DDP-Legea-178-CRJM-web.pdf 
29 http://cna.md/sites/default/files/statdata/raport_cna_24.02.16.pdf 
30 The text of draft law registered in the Parliament may be found at: http://parlament.md/ProcesulLegislativ/Proiectedeactelegislative/tabid/61/

LegislativId/3090/language/ro-RO/Default.aspx 
31 http://csm.md/files/RAPOARTE/2015/RaportCS_anual_2015.pdf 
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evaluation committees32 presented in December 2015, there are also points of criticism: ‘[…] 1) members of the Selection 
Committee did not ask ANY questions to clarify the integrity of candidates; moreover, such questions were not addressed 
even to the candidate who was previously rejected for the position of judge by the President of the RM; 2) members of the 
CSCJ rarely comment the points given: no decision offers motivation for criterion ‘Quality, efficiency and integrity in the 
judge position’. Regarding the relevance of decisions of the Selection Committee for the SCM, the CAPC Report finds 
that ‘the decisions of the Committee are relevant for the SCM, if there is only one candidate on the List of candidates who 
applied to participate in the contest for the position of judge/president/vice-president’. If there are more candidates, it looks 
like the points given by the CSCJ are irrelevant, because SCM promotes the candidate depending on the number of votes 
accumulated within the SCM. […] In the situation when a candidate with lower number of points is chosen or a new con-
test for the vacancy of the president of the court is announced, […] the SCM does not give reasons for its decision, unless 
by referring to the number of votes’.

Similar findings were invoked by the LRCM, which in turn, suggested a number of amendments to the existing legal 
procedures and SCM Regulations on judge selection and performance evaluation procedure.33 

As for the new performance evaluation procedure of judges, the report of the Evaluation Committee34 mentions, ‘in 
January – December 2015, the Performance Evaluation Committee met 7 times for extraordinary and regular assessments 
of 64 judges and 3 presidents of courts of the Republic of Moldova, and adopted 70 decisions. 

Based on Art. 30 para. (4) of Law No. 154 of 05.07.2012 on the selection, performance evaluation and career of judges 
and the Schedule approved by SCM Decision No. 545/22 of 09.07.2013, 43 judges of the Chisinau Court of Appeal, Botanica, 
Buiucani and Riscani District Courts of Chisinau municipality, Anenii Noi, Bender, Cahul, Causeni, Ceadir-Lunga, Comrat, 
Leova, Ocnita, Orhei, Soroca, Stefan-Voda, Taraclia, Telenesti, Ungheni, Vulcanesti Courts and District Commercial Court 
were evaluated regularly (periodically).

Based on Art. 13 para. (3) and para. (4) of Law No. 154 of 05.07.2012, 22 judges from the Supreme Court of Justice, 
Chisinau Court of Appeal, Botanica, Buiucani, Centru and Ciocana District Courts of Chisinau municipality, Anenii Noi, 
Basarabeasca, Balti, Bender, Calarasi, Causeni, Ceadir-Lunga, Criuleni, Edinet, Hincesti, Ialoveni and Leova Courts were 
evaluated upon the personal request of the judges, extraordinarily, due to their appointment up to the age limit, promotion 
to a hierarchically superior court, appointment as president/vice-president of court, transfer to a court of the same level or 
an inferior court, as well, as a result of obtaining the marking ‘failure to pass/insufficient’ during the regular evaluation.

Due to evaluation procedure, 6 judges received the qualification ‘excellent’, 33 judges – ‘very good’, 25 judges – ‘good’ 
and 1 judge – ‘failure to pass/insufficient’. The judge evaluated with ‘failure to pass’ received a grace period to take a re-
peated test in March 2016’.

The 2013-2015 comparative analysis of the evaluation grades of judges during regular evaluation of performances of 
judges is presented below.

Evolution of grades given to judges by the Evaluation Committee during 2013-2015

32 http://capc.md/docs/Raport_de%20monitorizare7_dec.doc  
33 http://crjm.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/2015-06-03-CRJM-Op-RegulSelectieJud.pdf; 
   http://crjm.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/CRJM-DP-Numire-Jud-2015-06-25.pdf 
34 http://csm.md/files/RAPOARTE/2015/RaportCE_evaluare_2015.pdf 
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E. Modernisation of information technologies in the judiciary system
Since 15 September 2015, all courts from the republic implemented the new ICMS version IV.I., which improved 

not only the existing key components but also introduced new functionalities. All functionalities introduced in ICMS 
version IV.I are reflected in the User’s Guide of ICMS; its electronic version may be accessed by each user directly from 
the program.

In 2015 the USAID ROLISP in partnership with SCM and DAJ developed the second Report on the evaluation of 
courts from the RM35. The report includes the analysis of six fields of the judiciary system, including the automation of 
each court. 

Although all the courts were practically automated, in 2015 with the support of the USAID/ROLISP, 48 Femida 
equipment were procured and installed in 11 courts. 12 licences for Femida system were procured and 6 more session 
rooms were organised in the Chisinau Court of Appeal.

According to the ROLISP Report mentioned above, the automation of courts is carried out gradually: although all 
courts use the ICMS, hence, not all functionalities of the ICMS are developed yet. At the same time, a significant prog-
ress has been registered in audio recording of the hearings. In 2015, all evaluated courts audio recorded their hearings 
either through the audio recording system SRS Femida, or Dictaphones donated to the judiciary system by the USAID 
ROLISP in 2013. The webpages of courts have been united under one single court portal which content is centralised.  

It should be mentioned that in 2015, at the request of the MoJ, the LRCM developed the Study on the opportunity 
to draw up minutes or stenography of court hearings and its correlation with the audio/video records36. The rec-
ommendations of the Study referred to: 1. Renounce to detailed minutes. […]  2. If there are contradictions between the 
minutes and audio recording, the minutes shall be adjusted accordingly to the audio recording. […] 3. The audio recording 
and the minutes […] shall be used in all hearings with the participation of parties, including in the court of appeal; […] 6. It 
is recommended to use one template for the minutes in all types of existing procedures. […]

OUTSTANDING ISSUES/SOLUTIONS
According to the appreciations of the sector WG for Pillar I, the actions due in 2015 that have not been accomplished 

include: Action 1.1.2 p. 2 Develop draft amendment of the State Charge Law no. 1216-XII of December 3, 1992, the Code 
of Civil Procedure no. 225-XV of 30 May 2003 and other legislation; Action 1.1.9 p. 4 Develop a draft amendment to the 
legislation necessary to implement amendments to the Constitution; Action 1.1.10 p. 1 Conduct a study of international 
practices in regulating the functioning and organization of the judiciary, to produce a single law; Action 1.3.1. p. 3 Develop 
draft amendments to the internal regulatory framework of the National Institute of Justice in compliance with the changes in 
legislation; Action 1.3.1 p. 6 Monitoring the implementation of the National Institute of Justice reform.

As for the NIJ reform, it was mentioned in previous reports that it is an outstanding action. However, in autumn 
201537 the draft law was approved by the Government and submitted for examination to the Parliament. On 11 March 
2016 the draft law was approved in the first reading.38  

Another outstanding problem stressed out in the 2014 annual report refers to the effective functioning of judicial po-
lice, its transfer into the subordination of the MoJ and its availability/accessibility/location in courts. The reason for such 
situation is that the courts lack space for the JPS offices, which requires additional spaces. Another reason that delays the 
re-subordination process of the judiciary police is that no consensus has been reached on the number of staff that has to 
be transferred or its equipment. To overcome these issues, a draft normative act has been developed that was submitted 
to the Government for examination. The draft recommends the set up of Judiciary Police with status of administrative 
authority subordinated to the Ministry of Justice and, at the same time, recommends the liquidation of the Judiciary 
Police Service of the GPI of the MIA. This subject has to be a priority on the agenda of the new Government created at 
the beginning of 2016. 

Additionally, it is necessary to make efforts to ensure the amendment of the Constitution, or, a great deal of outstand-
ing actions qualified as partly implemented under Pillar I refer namely to constitutional amendments.

A conclusion following the achievements identified under Pillar I is that the new mechanisms/institutions/proce-
dures established in the judicial system require close monitoring and correction in case of need.  Both internal and exter-
nal evaluations of institutions underline a number of weaknesses and inadequacies that require adjustment and removal.  
These are in particular, the new judge selection, performance evaluation and disciplinary sanctioning procedures that 
require  improvement, including by identifying some adequate solutions to ensure their efficiency.   

35 https://www.dropbox.com/s/bf1mkyus5uejruy/raport_evaluare_RO_09-2015.pdf?dl=0 
36 http://crjm.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/CRJM-DPP-Proc-Verb-2015-10.pdf 
37 Government Decision No. 633 of 11 September 2015
38 Version registered in Parliament can be found here http://parlament.md/ProcesulLegislativ/Proiectedeactelegislative/tabid/61/LegislativId/ 

2826/language/ro-RO/Default.aspx 
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IV. 2 Pillar II. Criminal justice  
Specific objective of Pillar II is ‘Streamlining the interlocutory investigation to ensure respect for human rights, security 

of every person and diminish the level of crime’. The actions covered by Pillar II of the JSRS are focused on five strategic di-
rections:  1. Reviewing the pre-judicial phase concept and procedure; 2. Enhancing professionalism and independence of 
the prosecutor’s office; 3. Professional capacity building at individual and institutional levels in issues dealing with crime 
investigations; 4. Modernization of the statistical data collection system and of the professional performance evaluation 
system at individual and professional levels; 5. Humanization of criminal proceedings and strengthening the mechanism 
for safeguarding the rights of victims.

According to the Action Plan for implementing the Strategy, a total of 84 actions are envisaged under Pillar II for 
implementation. In the 4th quarter of 2014, according to the timeframes, all 84 actions were due for implementation. 

Level of implementation of actions planned under Pillar II, 2011-2016 

As of 31 December 2015, of 84 actions - 49 are not implemented, 25 are partly implemented and 10 are not im-
plemented. 

Level of implementation of actions under Pillar II, according to WG Methodology

Total actions planned by 2015 Actions  
implemented

Actions partly 
implemented

Actions not  
implemented Obsolete/Irrelevant

84 49 25 10 0

100% 58% 30% 12% 0%

Compared to Pillar I, the implementation level of actions under Pillar II in the entire reporting period is smaller, re-
spectively, fewer achievements are reported. The list of most important actions which implementation would be qualified 
as progress in the reporting period is presented below. 

ACHIEVEMENTS
A. The prosecution reform has advanced 
In the previous years of JSRS implementation, the actions related to prosecution reform were reported constantly as 

outstanding actions. This led to the NCRLEB addressing the Parliament to accelerate the adoption of normative frame-
work necessary to implement this reform (for details see Chapter I of the Report). The need to proceed with the draft 
laws related to the prosecution service represent a conditionality of the Policy Matrix.  Depending on the implementa-
tion of the conditionality of the Matrix, the European Union allocates annually, in tranches, 60 million Euros for justice 
sector reform. As we have mentioned above, the first tranche of budget support, in the amount of 15 million Euros was 
allocated to the Republic of Moldova in November 2013, the year of launching Support to Justice Sector Reform Pro-
gram. The second tranche in the amount of 13.2 million Euros was transferred in September 2014 and was reduced by 
1.8 million Euros, including because of lack of progress in the Prosecution Reform.

Year 2015 and beginning of 2016 have been defining for the new Law on Prosecution Service. On 28 May 2015 the 
draft law was adopted in the first reading and on 25 February 2016 it was adopted in final reading. Law was promulgated 

IV. Implementation of measures of ap JSRS in accordance with its pillars (2015)
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by the President of the country, was published in the Official Gazette on 25 March 201639, and will enter into force on 1 
august 2016.  To ensure the continuity and consistency of prosecution reform, a WG established under the MoJ develops 
currently the amendments related to the new law on prosecution service. 

B. Enhancing the security systems in general prosecutor’s offices 
New evolutions were registered in modernizing and securing the prosecutor’s offices in 2015. The GPO concluded a 

number of contracts with the Security and Intelligence Service of the MIA to install, launch and fix security technical means.
The security technical means have been installed and are operational in 35 territorial and specialised general prose-

cutor’s offices. The respective action shall be fully implemented after the adoption of new law on prosecution service and 
optimization of general prosecutor’s offices.   

The procurement procedure to enhance security systems in the premises of the General Prosecutor’s Office has been 
initiated on 14.12.2015. New technologies are going to be installed in the first quarter of 2016 in 42 GPOs (this action 
lasts until the end of March 2016).

C. Piloting and testing the e-Case Information System for the Prosecution Service (e-Case system)
The draft law on the integrated information system of law-enforcement entities was developed in 2015 and presented 

in public debate on 28 July 2015, having the goal to establish the legal and financial framework for the implementation 
of the system to form unified information resources for all law-enforcement entities in the country.  All requirements 
for system’s functionality, advanced practice as well as existing problems in recording the offences, criminal cases and 
persons who committed offences were taken into account when the draft law was developed. 

In this context, the USAID (ROLISP) and General Prosecutor’s Office have planned and financed the evaluation of 
information technology environment in the prosecution service of the Republic of Moldova (finalized on 11.09.2015), 
documenting the current actual status and formulating recommendations to improve the IT environment in the prose-
cution service. At this moment, the results of evaluation and respective recommendations were used by the prosecution 
service to develop the technical requirements to prepare the technological and electrical infrastructure in the buildings 
of the General Prosecutor’s Office for the implementation and well-functioning of the e-Case Information System for the 
Prosecution Service (e-Case system).

D. Ongoing upgrading process of regulations and methodologies to carry out judicial expertise; upgrading the 
instruments applied by the expert institutions 

In 2015 the Centre for Judiciary Expertise has developed and adopted 15 methodologies of judicial expertise. 
Also, the reporting period has included actions to enhance the forensic expertise skills of the DNA laboratories: the 

space for temporary genetic laboratory has been identified; renovations works of premises have been started; the ‘Sup-
port to Justice Sector Reform in Moldova’ Project has been implemented in partnership with the UNDP Moldova, and 2 
international forensic experts were contracted to conduct a feasibility study of the genetic laboratory in the country and 
too provide proposals to ensure its functionality. 

The Law on Judiciary Expertise was adopted in 201540. The final adoption of the draft law will boost the reform pro-
cess in the field and will create a modern framework for its functioning. 

E. Organisation and delivery of training to players involved in preliminary investigation 
107 specialised training courses were delivered to players involved in preliminary investigation in the reporting pe-

riod January – June 2015, which were attended by 1246 prosecutors at different stages and period of time. The MIA 
organised 11 refresher/specialised trainings for 188 investigation officers. Also, 2 initial training courses were organised 
for 20 criminal prosecutors in the respective field.

Also, during the reporting period, the General Prosecutor’s Office and National Institute of Justice, with the support 
of international organisations, organised and delivered 117 specialised training courses attended at different phases by a 
total number of 1454 prosecutors. NAC organised and delivered 40 seminars for 57 employees.

OUTSTANDING ISSUES/SOLUTIONS
Sector WG FOR Pillar II identified the following outstanding issues: Action 2.2.1. p. 2 Develop draft amendment 

to the Constitution in respect to the procedure for appointing and dismissing the Prosecutor General and the duration of his 
mandate; Action 2.2.2. p. 3 Developing the regulatory framework needed to implement amendments to the Law no. 294 -XVI 
of 25 December 2008 on Prosecutor’s Office; Action 2.2.2 p. 4 Creating mechanisms for measuring performance through 
surveys among litigants on the activity of the prosecutor’s office; Action 2.2.3. p. 2 Develop / review the organization and 
operation regulations of the Superior Council of Prosecutors and its agencies; Action 2.2.4 p. 2 Monitoring the implementa-

39 Law No. 3 of 25.02.2016 http://lex.justice.md/index.php?action=view&view=doc&lang=1&id=363882 
40 The draft law: http://parlament.md/ProcesulLegislativ/Proiectedeactelegislative/tabid/61/LegislativId/2778/language/ro-RO/Default.aspx 
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tion of changes in the regulatory framework for reviewing the powers of the prosecutor’s office; Act. 2.2.8. p. 3 Monitoring the 
implementation of changes in the regulatory framework pertaining to the demilitarization of the prosecutor’s office institution.

The summary of outstanding issues, qualified as such by the sector WG II, shows that the biggest backlog and chal-
lenge for Pillar II is the prosecution reform, especially the adoption of new Law on Prosecution Service that has to 
create a normative infrastructure necessary to trigger precise reforms and to focus on exact elements. We would like to 
stress out that the prosecution reform is a conditionality of the Policy Matrix, and the lack of progress in reforming this 
important institution of the justice sector can decrease even can stop the budget support tranches allocated by the EU for 
justice sector reform. The adoption of the new Law on Prosecution Service will generate a chain of reactions to revise the 
subsequent/ connected normative framework, as well as to create and consolidate the institutional framework, including 
of the self-managing entity of prosecution - SCP.

As we have mentioned in previous Chapters, besides the evaluation of the JSRS implementation undertaken by the WGs, 
external, random evaluations were conducted. In this context, it is relevant to mention the NORLAM evaluation of the im-
plementation of 2.5.1 direction of intervention of the JSRS. In this sense, the four activities were evaluated, which according 
to the AP JSRS had to lead to the liberalization of criminal policy by applying non-custodial preventive measures and crim-
inal punishment. We would like to note that according to the rating of sector WG for Pillar II, the actions from this field of 
intervention are implemented and partly implemented. According to the NORLAM experts, ’the activities (included in the 
AP JSRS) achieved in part the initial objective of this field of intervention. [...] even if one of the goals of the JSRS is to humanize 
the criminal policy, in the last 4 years, more laws adopted for the amendment of Criminal Code have opted for the increase of 
punishment for specific offences. In our opinion, the changes in criminal justice strategies affect the criminal policy of the country. 
[...] 1. Studies designed as Activity 1 and Activity 2 were conducted in time. However, the first Study does not have any analysis of 
the non-custodial preventive measures applied and was initially conducted within a different area of intervention, being reported 
twice. The second Study refers to the community sanctions only. There are no additional studies to determine the issues related to 
non-custodial preventive measures and custodial/non-custodial punishments. [...]  Furthermore, the Working Group established 
to monitor the implementation of Pillar II did not consider the relevance of these studies for other activities due to unclear reasons. 
[...] Activity 4 is reported as unfinished due to lack of human and financial resources. However, the deadline to finalise it is Q IV 
2016’ etc. Additionally, the NORLAM evaluation included a set of proposals and recommendations directed to achieving the 
goal of intervention area 2.5.1., which should be taken into account by the implementing institutions. 

IV. 3. Pillar III. Access to Justice and Enforcement of Court Judgments
The specific objective of Pillar II is ‘Improving institutional framework and processes, which ensure effective access to 

justice: effective legal aid, examination of cases and enforcement of judgments within a reasonable time, upgrading the status 
of certain legal professions related to justice system’. Actions covered by Pillar III of JSRS are focused on 3 strategic direc-
tions: 1. Strengthening the system of State-Guaranteed Legal Aid; 2. Institutional capacity building and professional de-
velopment of representatives of the justice system related professions (lawyers, notaries, mediators, bailiffs, legal experts, 
administrators of insolvency proceedings, translators / interpreters); 3. Effective enforcement of judgments.

Generally, according to AP JSRS, 55 actions are due to be implemented under Pillar III. In the fourth quarter of 2015, 
according to the timeframe, 54 actions were implemented. 

Level of implementation of actions planned under Pillar III

IV. Implementation of measures of ap JSRS in accordance with its pillars (2015)

Pillar III. Access to justice and enforcement  
of court decisions
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As of 31 December 2015, of 54 actions – 32 were implemented, 18 were partly implemented, 3 were not imple-
mented and 1 action was qualified as obsolete by the members of the WG for Pillar III.

Level of implementation of actions under Pillar III, according to WG methodology

Total actions planned by 
2015

Actions  
implemented

Actions partly  
implemented

Actions not  
implemented Obsolete

54 32 18 3 1

100% 59% 33% 5% 3%

The achievements of Pillar III in 2015 are the development and promotion of draft laws directed to the reorganisation 
and activity of enforcement officers; revision of organisation and activity rules for interpreters and translators in trials; 
reform of notary activity; law on mediation and enhancing the state guaranteed legal aid system. 

ACHIEVEMENTS
A. Law on Mediation adopted and advantages of alternative dispute resolution promoted  
The draft law on mediation was approved by Government Decision No. 646 of 7 August 2014, was submitted to the 

Parliament and registered under No. 328 of 8 August 2014. The law was voted under No.137 of 03 July 2015, and entered 
into force on 21 August 201541. 

The pilot promotion of mediation in commercial disputes continued in 2015 in partnership with the Ministry of Jus-
tice, Council of Mediation, Embassy of Great Britain in the Republic of Moldova, European Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development (BERD), Centre for Effective Dispute Resolution, London (CEDR) ‘Mediation of Commercial Disputes in 
Courts of the Republic of Moldova’, implemented in two courts (Balti Court and Botanica District Court of Chisinau 
Municipality). The first phase of the project aimed at training 25 persons in commercial mediation, and the second phase 
included the involvement of trainees in commercial cases in pilot courts, selected by the Superior Council of Magistracy. 

The pilot period has been extended for Balti Court until the end of 2016 and Botanica District Court of Chisinau 
mun. – until August 2016. The Superior Council of Magistracy, after the pilot period elapses, and taking into account 
the issues registered by the pilot courts, will develop key principles in applying the alternative dispute resolution mecha-
nisms. In the future, it is planned to extend this project to cover 10 courts.

The analysis of activities developed during the pilot project already shows a number of results – mediators accredited 
by the CEDR assisted parties to reach 14 settlements, including 7 at Balti Court and 7 at Botanica District Court and 
Chisinau Court of Appeal. 

At the same time, the project organised informative workshops in mediation and arbitration for the members of legal 
professions, employees of public administration authorities and trade professionals. A specialised Mediation Centre was 
opened in December 2015 in Chisinau in cooperation with the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of the Republic of 
Moldova.

The Memorandum of Understanding on Mediation was signed on 28 May 2015. The signatory parties of the Memo-
randum are the representatives of the Ministry of Justice, Council of Mediation, Centre for Effective Dispute Resolution 
(CEDR London), General Prosecutor’s Office and Superior Council of Magistracy. The goal of the Memorandum is to 
introduce the mediation instrument and to encourage the parties to settle disputes amicably, hence, to reduce the costs 
and time for conflict settlement, as well as decrease the share of files the prosecutors and judges handle.   

B. State guaranteed legal aid system enhanced
Besides the monitoring and establishing the level of implementation of AP JSRS actions related to enhancing the state 

guaranteed legal aid (SGLA) system, an external evaluation was carried out by the international expert, Katerina Velic-
hkova, contracted by the EU TA Project 1 in 2015. 

The evaluation covered three strategic directions: 3.1.1 Strengthening the organization and administration capacity 
of the state-guaranteed legal aid system; 3.1.2. Improving the quality and accessibility of the state guaranteed legal aid 
services (criminal and non criminal cases); 3.1.3.  Promoting legal culture and access to legal information; reducing legal 
nihilism. The evaluation methods included examination of initial and secondary data, interviews, comparative analysis, 
and expert analysis by applying the following evaluation criteria: efficacy, relevance and sustainability. 

The external evaluation findings/conclusions of the three strategic directions regarding SGLA stress out the following: 
the enhanced institutional, organisation, and management capacity has contributed to a better performance of the SGLA 
system (the normative framework has been improved, the effectiveness of operations has been improved); SGLA system has 

41 Law can be visualised here: http://lex.justice.md/index.php?action=view&view=doc&lang=1&id=360455    
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been extended and became more attractive to the professionals, respectively, has a better performance; the introduced quality 
standards have a multiplier effect on the entire system, and the transparency of the legal aid system has been improved; the 
public awareness about the state guaranteed legal aid system has increased (the information provided by the system, how 
it functions, who is eligible and what types of legal assistance have increased the public awareness and have contributed to 
enhanced legal culture).

Also, according to the same evaluation report, the number of petitions addressed to 
the People’s Advocate Office/Ombudsman claiming the violation of right of access to 
justice has decreased (see figure on the side). 
 

The list of outstanding issues include: slow adaptation of legislation and lack of avail-
able funding; resistance of the system and people and lack of high level professionals in 
legal field in some urban and rural localities.

C. Draft laws on enforcement of judgements system reform, status of interpreters 
and translators in trial, activity of notary adopted and promoted by the Parliament 

The Law on amending and completing the Law No. 264-XVI of 11 December 2008 
on authorisation and payment of interpreters and translators employed by the Superior 
Council of Magistracy, Ministry of Justice, prosecution and criminal investigation ser-
vice, notaries, lawyers and bailiffs42 was adopted on 1 August 2015. 

The draft law on the activity of notaries was approved by the Government in Septem-
ber 2015 and submitted to the Parliament for examination. The draft law was adopted in 
the first reading by the Parliament on 10 March 201643. 

The draft law on amending and completing the Law on Judicial Officers was approved 
by the Government on 25 September 2015 (Government Decision No. 334) and submit-
ted to the Parliament for examination.44

Also, the Regulation on the Licensing Commission for judicial officers’ activity, admission conditions and contest or-
ganisation, and selection criteria of the best candidate for this profession was approved by Order No.331 of the Minister 
of Justice of 30.07.2015. 

On 18 September 2015 the Congress of National Union of Judicial Officers/Bailiffs has adopted the new Code of Eth-
ics of Bailiffs approved by Decision of the Council of the UNEJ of 07 December 2015.

D. Developing and promoting studies relevant to Pillar III
A number of studies with incidence on actions planned under Pillar III were developed and publicly presented in 

2015: on fiscal regime of justice sector related professions, on ensuring civil liability of the judicial officers/bailiffs, on 
disciplinary liability of mediators, on access to the profession of judicial officer, etc. The studies can be found here: http://
justice.gov.md/slidepageview.php?l=ro&idc=571&. 

OUTSTANDING ISSUES/SOLUTIONS
According to sector WG for Pillar III, there is only one action that has not been implemented: Action 3.3.1. p. 1 

Monitoring the impact of current regulations in the field of enforcement of judgments, including the rulings of the ECHR. 
The delay was caused by lack of financial and human resources who would ensure the monitoring of impact of actual 
regulations in the field of enforcement of judgements, including of ECHR judgements. To overcome this difficulty, it was 
suggested to include the respective action in the list of priorities for external assistance in 2016.

IV. 4 Pillar IV. Integrity of Justice Sector Players
The specific objective of Pillar IV is ‘Promoting and implementing the principle of zero tolerance to corruption events 

in the justice sector’. The actions planed under Pillar IV of JSRS are focused on 3 strategic directions: 1. Efficient fight 
against corruption in the justice sector; 2. Strengthening the mechanisms for the implementation of anti-corruption eth-
ical and conduct standards across all justice sector institutions; 3. Developing a culture of intolerance towards corruption 
through self-administration bodies in the justice sector.

42 Law No. 157 of 5 November 2015. Can be accessed here: http://lex.justice.md/index.php?action=view&view=doc&lang=1&id=361904 
43 Draft law adopted by the Parliament in the first reading can be found here: http://parlament.md/ProcesulLegislativ/Proiectedeactelegislative/

tabid/61/LegislativId/2822/language/en-US/Default.aspx 
44 Draft law registered in the Parliament can be found here: http://parlament.md/ProcesulLegislativ/Proiectedeactelegislative/tabid/61/

LegislativId/2837/language/en-US/Default.aspx 
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According to AP JSRS, Pillar IV includes 56 actions. By the fourth quarter of 2014, according to the timeframe, 56 
actions were due to be implemented. 

Level of implementation of actions planned under Pillar IV

As of 31 December 2015, out of 56 actions, 35 were implemented, 15 partly implemented, and 3 not implemented. 
3 actions were qualified as obsolete/irrelevant by the WG for Pillar IV. 

Level of implementation of actions under Pillar IV, according to WG Methodology

Total actions planned by 2015 Actions  
implemented

Actions partly 
implemented

Actions not  
implemented

Irrelevant/obsolete 
actions 

56 35 15 3 3

100% 62% 28% 5 % 5%

ACHIEVEMENTS  
A. Advancing NIC reform projects, assets and interest reporting mechanisms
The integrity package developed back in 2014 by the MoJ has included 3 draft laws:
■ on National Integrity Centre;
■ on declaration of assets, personal interests, conflicts of interests and gifts;
■ on the amendment of some legal acts, which stipulates also the implementation of the new instrument for civil 

seizure of unjustified property. 
The development and promotion of this set of laws was possible by involving the civil society and the development 

partners45. The development of this set of laws was difficult and only at the beginning of 2016, it was approved by the 
Government and submitted to the Parliament for examination. The Parliament adopted the set of laws in plenary session 
in the first reading on 25 February 2016. 

B. Revision of Law on Professional Integrity Testing following the Judgement of the Constitutional Court
As it was mentioned in the previous report, the Law on professional integrity testing46 and Law on amending and 

completing some legal acts47 have been enforced since 2014 and have introduced a new safety measure ‘extended seizure’ 

45 With the support of ABA ROLI, the US Embassy in Moldova and the UNDP Project ‘Strengthening capacity of the National Integrity 
Commission’, the draft laws mentioned above were subject to public debates organised on 16 December 2014 by Romanian Centre of European 
Policies - Moldova, within the UNDP Project Strengthening capacity of the National Integrity Commission’, funded by Romanian Ministry of 
External Affairs and the support of ABA ROLI in Moldova. The projects were subject to CoE expertise.

46 Law No. 325 of 23 December 2013, Official Gazette of the Republic of Moldova, 2014, No. 35-41, art. 73 http://lex.justice.md/index.php? 
action=view&view=doc&lang=1&id=351535 

47 Law No. 326 din 23 December 2013, Official Gazette of the Republic of Moldova, No. 47-48, art. 92 http://lex.justice.md/index.php? 
action=view&view=doc&lang=1&id=351753 

Pillar IV. Integrity of the justice sector actors
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and a new offence ‘illicit enrichment’, the obligation of the judge to declare inappropriate influences, three-time increase 
in the ceiling of fines for corruption, etc.

In 2014 two laws were challenged in the Constitutional Court: Law on Professional Integrity Testing in the part relat-
ed to integrity testing applied to the judges of ordinary courts and of the Constitutional Court, and Law on Amending 
and Completing Some Legal Acts in the part related to instituting the safety measure ‘extended seizure’ and new offence 
‘illicit enrichment’. By Judgement No. 7 of the Constitutional Court of 16 April 2015, a great number of provisions of 
Law on Professional Integrity Testing have been declared unconstitutional. As for the provisions of the Criminal Code: 
extended seizure and illicit enrichment, the Constitutional Court declared them constitutional (Judgement No. 6 of 16 
April 201548), sending a note to the Parliament explaining a number of deficiencies of the offence ‘illicit enrichment’, and 
asking the legislator to remove the identified deficiencies.

However, the following should be mentioned with regard to practical implications of these laws and Judgements of 
the CC in 2014-2015. According to the NAC Report for 2014-201549, in 9 months following the field-testing (14.08.2014-
15.04.2015), the NAC concluded many tests in different authorities, and the results have proven that:

■ 65% of all tested players are involved in corruption (in some institutions - 25%, in others –100%);
■ 100% of all tested players did not denounce corruption to which they were exposed during the integrity tests, irrespec-

tive of the fact whether they objected or agreed to corruption.
■ 85% of tested players did not follow the declared rules for gifts during testing.

Another important result of enforcing the law was increasing the number of corruption denunciation by public officials, 
although the denunciation has started only after the beginning of testing on 14 August 2014.  Hence, when the Law 325/2013 
was published, the corruption denunciation rate by officials has increased 70 times in the first 3.5 months of 2015 com-
pared to 2013, which is equally due to testing and trainings preceding the testing. 

Once the Judgement No.7 of the Constitutional Court of 16.04.2015 ‘on the constitutional review of some provisions of 
Law No.325 of 23.12.2013 on Professional Integrity Testing’ has entered into force that invalidated mostly the application 
mechanism of Law No.325/2013, the corruption denunciation rate has decreased twice by the end of 2015. 

To harmonize the provisions of Law No.325 of 23.12.2013 on Professional Integrity Testing with the Judgment No.7 
of the Constitutional Court of 16 April 2015, a new draft law has been developed. The new elements of this draft include 
the institution of judicial control over technical means and methods applied to undertake the testing and extension of the 
scope of law from testing public officials to testing the integrity of institutions they work for (institutional integrity). The 
draft law was approved by Government Decision No. 789 of 28.10.2015 and submitted to the Parliament for examination. 
On 26 February 2016, the draft law was adopted by the Parliament in the first reading50. 

48 Judgement of the CC can be found here: http://lex.justice.md/index.php?action=view&view=doc&lang=1&id=358414 
49 http://cna.md/sites/default/files/statdata/raport_cna_24.02.16.pdf 
50 The draft law can be found here: http://parlament.md/ProcesulLegislativ/Proiectedeactelegislative/tabid/61/LegislativId/2934/language/ro-

RO/Default.aspx 
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C. Implementation and monitoring of the application of new intrusion/interference prevention mechanisms in 
delivering justice  

The new instruments for intrusion prevention in delivering justice and prevention of corruptive behaviour have start-
ed as a pilot project in 2015. The SIS, within its competence, in accordance with the normative provisions in force: Law 
No. 271 Art. 12 and Law No. 753 launched a pilot project regarding the Court [the name is kept secret] to determine the 
assets of judges obtained with doubtful financial means, through corruption and related actions, registered on the names 
of third persons, both in the Republic of Moldova and overseas. 

D. The unification and dissemination process of information on ethical standards for justice sector players is 
ongoing

On 30 July 2015 the SCP approved the new Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct of the Prosecutor by Decision 
No.12-173/15 of 30.07.2015.  The amendments of the Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct of the Prosecutor have 
been adopted on 11 September 2015, in extraordinary session of the General Assembly of Judges of the Republic of Mol-
dova. The new Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct of the Prosecutor was approved on 18 September 2015 during 
the Congress of the National Union of Judiciary Officers/Bailiffs and was approved by Decision of the Council of UNEJ 
on 07 December 2015. The Code of Ethics of Authorised Administrator was approved during the extraordinary Congress 
of the Union of Authorised Administrators of Moldova on 17 February 2015.

The JSRS chapter on ethical standards in justice, their unification and promotion was the object of an independent 
evaluation51 conducted by Dr. Rooze MSc, Senior Independent Expert in Justice Sector Reform and Evaluation, con-
tracted by the EU TA Project 3 ATRECO. Preliminary findings of the independent evaluation showed the following: 
high percentage of institutions in justice sector have a Code of Ethics; a high percentage of the Codes of Ethics has been 
updated in the last 5 years; many institutions in the justice sector do not have guidelines to apply the Codes of Ethics; 
no uniformity has been registered among the justice sector players. In general the situation with Codes of Ethics has im-
proved compared to the situation at the end of 2011. However, the status of implementation is partial. The desired impact 
is an improvement of people’s TRUST in the justice sector players. Hence, the available surveys prove the contrary, but 
this can be assigned mostly to current political and financial situation. Even if the Moldovans’ perception of corruption 
among justice sector players has been expected to decrease, however, a mixt impact is seen as an improvement at least 
in the judiciary system and a worsening of the general corruption indicator. The recommendations of the evaluation re-
ferred to the need to intensify the implementation in this specific sector; the complaining procedure for all justice sector 
players has to be improved by providing templates on the webpage. This would be very visible for people in Moldova and 
would increase the trust, if a professional reply system is organised; the regulations have to clarify how the procedures 
foreseen for disciplinary misconduct are separated from the investigation of criminal accusations.

OUTSTANDING ISSUES/SOLUTIONS
Based on the decision of sector WG for Pillar IV of the JSRS, the following actions were declared as not implemented 

or partly implemented: Action 4.1.4 p. 6 Monitoring the implementation of the provisions on integrity test; Action 4.2.4 
p.1 Development of concepts to promote professional ethics and public awareness regarding professional ethics of the justice 
sector representatives; Action 4.3.2 p. 4 Develop and implement a mechanism to encourage voluntary testing with the use 
of polygraph and publicizing its use

The statistical module developed by the EU technical Assistance Project 1 showed that Pillar IV has two strategic 
directions with 20-30% level of implementation, and namely: 4.2.4 Public awareness campaigns on the professional 
ethics of justice sector actors and 4.3.2 Develop and implement measures to incentivize justice sector actors with a view to 
promoting an honest behaviour and develop a culture of intolerance towards corruption. 

At the same time, we should reiterate the need to ensure the effective application of new anti-corruption instru-
ments: integrity testing, extended seizure and illicit enrichment offence, priority promotion of abovementioned nec-
essary normative amendments.  We would like to underline that the application of anticorruption package represents 
a conditionality of the Policy Matrix, especially the focus is made on the application of integrity testing for judges and 
prosecutors.  

It is also important to provide due diligence and necessary insistence to adopt the draft laws on integrity regarding 
strengthening the NIC and its instruments and their effective implementation.  

The challenge related to standardization of codes of ethics of the justice sector players still stands, which is another 
activity – conditionality of the Policy Matrix.  To achieve relevant activities, we should take into account the recommen-
dations of independent evaluation indicated above. 

51 The respective evaluation is being finalised. The key findings of the evaluation were presented during a public event organised by the EU 
technical assistance Project 3 at the Ministry of Justice in March 2015. The respective evaluation with the finalised set of information resulted from 
questionnaires designed for authorities will be presented in a public event. 
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IV.5 Pillar V. The Role of Justice in Economic Development
The specific objective of Pillar V of the JSRS is ‘Implementation of measures, by which the judiciary sector would help 

create a favourable environment for sustainable economic development.’ The actions covered by the Pillar V of the JSRS 
are focused on 3 strategic directions: 1. Strengthening the alternative dispute resolution; 2. Improvement of insolvency 
proceedings; 3. Modernization of record keeping and access system to the information on economic operators. 

According to the Action Plan for the implementation of the Strategy, a total number of 28 actions are envisaged. 

Level of implementation of actions planned under Pillar V

By the fourth quarter of 2015, according to the timeframe, 24 actions were due to be completed. As of 31 December 
2014, of 28 actions - 21 were implemented, 5 partly implemented, and 1 not implemented, and 1 action was qualified 
as obsolete by the members of the WG for Pillar V. 

Level of implementation of actions under Pillar V, according to the WG Methodology

Total actions planned by 
2015

Actions  
implemented

Actions partly  
implemented

Actions not  
implemented Obsolete actions 

28 21 5 1 1

100% 75% 19% 3% 3%

ACHIEVEMENTS 
Strengthening the authorised administrator system reform 
Once the Law on Authorised Administrators has entered into force, the foundation of the authorised administrator 

activity has been laid down. The Regulation of the Committee for Authorisation and Discipline, Regulation on organi-
sation of professional form for the admission to the profession of authorised administrator, the Regulation regarding the 
examination for admission to the profession of authorised administrator are planned to be developed, etc.

The Training of Trainers course for authorised administrators and specialised judges took place in October 2015 
within the Training of Trainers Program ‘Active Participatory Training Methodology’. 15 persons were certified (11 au-
thorised administrators and 4 judges). Two continuous training seminars for judges and authorised administrators in 
mixed groups were conducted in December 2015. 85 persons (51 authorised administrators, 28 judges, 1 lawyer and 5 
other persons) were trained.

Also, the Manual of the Authorised Administrator was developed by a multidisciplinary group in 2015, which was 
printed in 500 copies that will be distributed to authorised administrators. At the same time, the manual is downloaded 
on the webpage of NIJ52.

52 http://inj.md/files/u1/7229_Manualul_administratorului_autorizat.pdf 
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OUTSTANDING ISSUES/SOLUTIONS
The sector WG for Pillar V included the following action in the list of outstanding issues: Action 5.1.2.p.6. Develop-

ment of methodological recommendations and guiding principles for the implementation of alternative dispute settlement 
mechanisms. Also, the following were qualified as partly implemented: Action 5.1.2.p.1 Development of studies on the 
functioning of the mediation institution in specific areas (family, civil and commercial, employment, administrative review, 
and consumer protection disputes) and the opportunity to develop a system of community mediation and the arbitration in-
stitution; Action 5.2.1.p.3 Developing the draft normative acts on admission to the authorized administrator profession and 
supervising these activities and Action 5.3.1. p.2 - Modernizing the electronic record keeping system of economic operators.

Implementing institutions have to take into account these outstanding issues and do their best to ensure the imple-
mentation of relevant actions. 

IV. 6 Pillar VI. Human Rights Observance in the Justice Sector
The specific objective of Pillar VI is ‘Ensure effective observance of human rights in legal practices and policies.’ The 

actions covered by Pillar VI of the JSRS are focused on five strategic directions: 1. Strengthening the role of the Constitu-
tional Court; 2. Capacity building of the Human Rights Centre and of the ombudsman institution; 3. Strengthening the 
justice system for children; 4. Respect for the rights of persons deprived of liberty; eradication of torture and ill-treat-
ment; 5. Strengthening the system of probation and penitentiary system.

According to AP, Pillar VI includes 100 actions for implementation. By the fourth quarter of 2015, 70 actions were 
due to be implemented. 

Level of implementation of actions planned under Pillar VI

The Table below shows the level of implementation of 100 actions. As of 31 December 2015 – 76 actions were imple-
mented, 13 partly implemented and 2 actions – not implemented. 

Level of implementation of actions under Pillar VI, according to WG Methodology

Total actions planned by 
2015

Actions  
implemented

Actions partly  
implemented

Actions not  
implemented Obsolete actions

100 84 9 7 0

100% 84% 9% 7% 0%

Having analysed the dynamic of actions planned under Pillar VI, we can state good progress of implementation – 
84% in 2015. 

Pillar VI. Respect for human rights in the justice sector
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ACHIEVEMENTS:
A. Reform of the Constitutional Court launched
Studies on the activity of the Constitutional Court53, including the examination procedures of the complaints lodged 

with the Court, were developed by the experts, Evgeni Tanchev – Vice President of the Venice Commission, former 
President of the Constitutional Court in Bulgaria, Tudorel Toader – member of Venice Commission, Justice of the 
Constitutional Court of Romania, Mirosław Granat – Justice of the Constitutional Tribunal of Poland and Vitali Catana 
- constitutional law expert. 

The roundtable - presentation of the study on ‘Strengthening the role of the Constitutional Court of Moldova’ was 
organised on 17 July 2015. The roundtable was organised by the Constitutional Court to implement the Justice Sector 
Reform Strategy for 2011-2016, with the support of the UNDP Moldova within the Project ‘Strengthening rule of law and 
protection of human rights in Moldova’ funded by the Federal Ministry for Europe, Integration and External Affairs of 
Austria, co-funded and implemented by the UNDP Moldova, in cooperation with the Office of the High Commissioner 
for Human Rights (OHCHR).

The studies refer to the following subjects: composition and selection criteria of judges of the Constitutional Court, 
subjects entitled to lodge a complaint with the Constitutional Court, complaint examination procedure of the Constitu-
tional Court.  

It should be noted that the Constitutional Court reform is in the sight of EU technical assistance project 554, launched 
in February 2016. The purpose of the project is: 

■ Strengthen the Constitutional Court as it is foreseen in the Justice Sector Reform Strategy 2011-2016;
■ Improve procedures and internal organisation of the Constitutional Court;
■ Improve capacities of the Constitutional Court staff in providing support for the judges;
■ Increase awareness of Constitutional Court judges on different methods of interpretation and jurisprudence of the 

ECHR and the EU members states constitutional control institutions, the Venice commission of the Council of Europe, 
OSCE and other international organisations;

■ Increase awareness among the general public and specific target groups on the mandate and work of the CCM’.

B. Procedure to raise the exception of unconstitutionality simplified
A great achievement from the perspective of more access to the Constitutional Court is the delivery of Judgement 

No. 2 of the Constitutional Court of 9 February 2016 on the interpretation of article 135 para. (1) let. a) and g) of the 
Constitution of the Republic of Moldova (exception of unconstitutionality)55.

According to the Judgement of High Court, in accordance with article 135 paragraph (1) let. a) and g) together with 
articles 20, 115,116 and 134 of the Constitution:

– if there is uncertainty regarding the constitutionality of the laws, Parliament Decisions, Decrees of the President of 
the Republic of Moldova, Government Decisions and Ordinances that have to be applied in resolving a case, the 
court shall inform the Constitutional Court;

– the exception of unconstitutionality may be raised before a court by any party or his/her representative, as well as 
by the court ex officio;

– complaints about the constitutional review of some norms that are to be applied in resolving some cases shall 
be submitted directly to the Constitutional Court by judges/panels of judges of the Supreme Court of Justice, 
courts of appeals and judges, in charge with this case.

C. Development and implementation of general and vocational education programmes for children in detention  
In 2015 to ensure the right to general education and ongoing training process, the Ministry of Education (no.564 of 

17.06.2015), the Ministry of Justice (no.260 of 17.06.2015) and the Ministry of Finance (no.85 of 17.06.2015) signed a 
joint Order on organising gymnasium and lyceum/high school education for minor detainees in penitentiaries affiliated 
to schools, gymnasiums and lyceums in the penitentiary jurisdiction. The training process of minor detainees was car-
ried out in 9 gymnasium and lyceum institutions.

In the reporting period, 85 children benefited from general education, and 49 children have been enrolled for the 
academic year 2015-2016, of which: 2 in the 5th grade; 4 in the 8th grade, 42 in the 9th grade and 1 in the 10th grade.

To ensure the right to education, and in accordance with the provisions of art.241 of the Code of Enforcement, it is 
mandatory to organise professional training of detainees in the penitentiary institutions in the country, except for crim-

53 http://constcourt.md/public/files/file/Publicatii/Studiu_-_Consolidarea_rolului_Curtii_Constitutionale.pdf 
54 http://constcourt.md/pageview.php?l=ro&idc=127&t=/SUPORT-PENTRU-CURTEA-CONSTITUIONALA-A-REPUBLICII-MOLDOVA/

GENERAL-INFORMATION 
55  Judgement of CC can be found here: http://lex.justice.md/index.php?action=view&view=doc&lang=1&id=363662 

IV. Implementation of measures of ap JSRS in accordance with its pillars (2015)
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inal investigation isolators, by creating conditions and develop vocational training programmes in joint agreement with 
the Ministry of Justice and Ministry of Education.

Respectively, the minors from Prison no.10-Goian benefit from the following vocational courses:
– Cook (12 minors);
– Locksmith within the vocational school no.9 from Chisinau (15 minors were enrolled for the academic year 2014-

2015, and 8 passed the graduation exams on 30.06.2015);
– Moto mechanic – the second course has started on 01.09.2015 (6 minors were enrolled);
– Hairdresser – the 3rd course has started on 16.09.2015 (4 minors were enrolled);
– Shoemaker – the second course has started on 01.07.2015 (7 minors were enrolled, of which, 4 were escorted from 

other prisons).

Additionally, in partnership with the UNICEF Moldova, the following activities are implemented for minor detainees 
from Prison no.10 Goian:

1. ‘Increasing chances of social inclusion and employment for minor detainees’ (planting and growing flowers in the 
greenhouses). The goal of the project is to decrease the inequality of opportunities of the minor prisoners in the society 
reintegration process after being released by learning a profession sought on the labour market, and namely, planting 
and growing flowers.  At the moment, a feasibility study is conducted by a commercial company for the construction and 
installation of the greenhouse on the territory of the institution. The final costs and activity plan should be developed 
during the project and will be discussed and coordinated.  

2. Vocational training course for motor mechanic profession. The second training course has started on 01.09.2015; 
it has been delivered for 2 years. Initially, there were enrolled 11 minors but during the academic year, only 5 minors has 
studied; the rest were transferred to other prisons or were released.  In June 2015, the required equipment for practical 
lessons was procured and installed outside the prison. 

D. Implementation of the pilot project on electronic monitoring of offenders subject to probation 
20 electronic monitoring devices (GPS system) were procured in Q II 2015, which were tested and adjusted to the 

needs of electronic monitoring. 
At the same time, the Regulation on applying the electronic monitoring of offenders was developed in Q II 2015.

OUTSTANDING ISSUES/SOLUTIONS
Sector WG for Pillar VI qualified the following actions as not implemented and partly implemented: Action 6.4.6. p.2 

Development of rehabilitation services for victims of torture and other ill-treatment; Action  6.2.4. p.2 Training courses on 
children’s rights for the staff of the Human Rights Centre; Action 6.1.1. p.2 Develop the draft amendment to the Constitution 
in respect of the composition and selection criteria of the Constitutional Court judges; Action 6.1.2. p.2 - Development of the 
draft Law on Constitutional Court and of the Code of Constitutional Jurisdiction (the new version).

According to statistical module developed by the EU TA Project 1, the Pillar VI has 4 strategic directions that are not 
being implemented in a satisfactory manner, registering a level of implementation from 10% to 30%: 6.1.1. Review the 
composition and criteria for the selection of judges of the Constitutional Court; 6.1.3. Reviewing the range of subjects entitled 
to notify the Constitutional Court; 6.4.6. Creating effective mechanisms for rehabilitation of victims of torture and ill treat-
ment; 6.5.8.  Development and implementation of rehabilitation and social inclusion policies of former detainees, including 
through individual planning of the punishment execution, the participation of detainees in cognitive-behavioural programs 
and creating a progressive regime of detention. 

An external evaluation of the level of implementation of strategic directions 6.4.3 and 6.4.5 was conducted in 2015 by 
a group of experts contracted by the Council of Europe within the Support to Criminal Justice Reforms in the Republic of 
Moldova Project. According to conclusions of this evaluation, it has been mentioned that the ‘torture and ill treatment are 
not a common practice in the criminal justice sector, as they were recognised before the adoption of the Strategy; the Strategy 
and Action Plan made real and positive differences in the practice of criminal justice; the accent on procedural qualitative 
objectives was not really right and well-placed in the Action Plan, which led to a very formal or legal approach, an exercise 
in ticking boxes and did not have the result to bring a cultural change that serves to incorporate zero tolerance toward tor-
ture and ill treatments applied in criminal justice; some legislative reforms were made ad hoc, by chance and reiteratively; 
there are three fields that require a considerable improvement: complaint resolution procedures; agreements on knowledge 
exchange and good practices between criminal justice sectors; a monitoring inspection (National Preventive Mechanism), 
including an independent analysis of criminal justice processes, etc.’ 

Summarizing what has been said above, it looks like that the activities related to the Constitutional Court and People’s 
Advocate reforms, even if have registered some progress, certain activities related to the functioning of prison and proba-
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tion system ticked as implemented are not evaluated in the same way in the external evaluations. From this perspective, 
it is important that the WG examines more closely the results/outputs presented by authorities.

IV.7 Pillar VII. A Well-Coordinated, Well-Managed, and Accountable Justice Sector
The specific objective of Pillar VII is ‘Coordination, determination and delineation of duties and responsibilities of the 

key actors in the justice sector, ensuring inter-sector dialogue.’ Actions covered by Pillar VII of JSRS are focused on 3 strate-
gic directions: 1. Coordinating the activities of the actors in the justice sector; strategic planning and policy development; 
2. Approximation of the institutional and legal framework of the justice sector to the European standards; 3. Coordina-
tion of external donor assistance and information exchange with the non-governmental sector.

According to Action Plan for the implementation of JSRS for 2011–2016, Pillar VII includes 44 actions. As of fourth 
quarter of 2015, according to timeframes, all 44 actions were due to be implemented. 

Level of implementation of actions planned under Pillar VII

As it can be observed in the table below, of 44 actions planned by the end of 2014, 34 were implemented, 6 partly 
implemented and 1 not implemented. No action of Pillar VII was qualified as obsolete or irrelevant. 

Level of implementation of actions planned for Pillar VII, according to WG Methodology

Total actions planned by 
2015

Actions  
implemented

Actions partly  
implemented

Actions not  
implemented

Irrelevant/obsolete  
actions

44 34 9 1 0

100% 77% 21% 2% 0%

The activities planned under Pillar VII have a good level of achievement, only 2% of actions failed to be implemented 
in the reporting period. 

ACHIEVEMENTS:
A. Optimization of legal database
The online platform Legis.md aims to monitor and provide access to all people interested in existing normative acts. 

A revolution in this field is providing all previous versions of the normative act providing the user with a complete 
picture of the evolution of the normative act. The Ministry of Justice has developed the optimization concept. The in-
troduction of amendments and completions is monitored in electronic version because there are over 100 thousand of 
normative acts that have to be transferred from the old to the new server. The results of the all version tool were appreci-
ated by experts in the field since they can follow the changes during specific events and activities. At the moment, about 

IV. Implementation of measures of ap JSRS in accordance with its pillars (2015)

Pillar VII. Well-coordinated, well-managed  
and accountable justice sector
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47.000 acts and all their versions were made available and public. Another 18.000 acts are planned to be made public in 
the current year.   

B. Achievement and implementation in practice of external quality evaluation of higher legal education in the 
Republic of Moldova in accordance with the European best practices and Bologna principles  

Three workshops with the representatives of Law Faculties of the Republic of Moldova and Ministry of Education 
were organised in autumn 2015 regarding the harmonization of curricula in accordance with the Bologna process and 
introduction of new teaching methods in the higher education system of Moldova. In this sense, the international ex-
pert – Mr. Marco Roccia, presented the Requirements of the Bologna process and best practices related to teaching the 
law subjects. The workshop organised in December 2015 presented the Master Studies (LLM) relating to legal aspects on 
European Integration. The goal of the workshop was to present the curricula of the master programme and its adaptation 
to the needs of the Republic of Moldova. 

In 2015 the Ministry of Education developed and finalised the following reports/methodologies:
■ General accreditation report of MA_Law_Moldova_HM;
■ Methodology to evaluate the vocational training in the general subject – law;
■ General report on results of external evaluation of study programs at Law Department in the Republic of Moldova, 

by comparing with a referent from an European state;
■ Centralized points/markung of the Republic of Moldova;
■ Report ‘Assessment of state of affairs in the higher legal education reform process in the R. Moldova’.

Also, the following were adopted:
1. Government Decision no. 883 of 28.12.2015 on accreditation and withdrawal of the right to organise higher edu-

cation master programs (cycle II) in Law in higher education institutions  
2. Government Decision no. 731 of 19.10.2015 on accreditation and withdrawal of the right to organise higher 

education license/Bachelor degree programs (cycle I) in Law in higher education institutions of the Republic of 
Moldova

C. Finalising, piloting and launching an online database of normative act development process: from drafting 
to publication 

In August 2015 the first simulation excercise of the e-legislation system was carried out. As a result, the needs for 
amendments, adjustments of requirements related to legislative procedure were established.   

In November 2015 the Ministry of Justice organised a roundtable with the topic ‘e-Legislation in Moldova (draft law 
and IT solutions). The event discussed the key features of the online framework for developing the legislation and IT 
solutions, as well as online development instruments, legal database in the light of the international experience and best 
practices. The experts presented the difficulties faced at the moment and provided recommendations for further devel-
opment of e-Legislation system. There were presented models and rules on how to initiate, develop, assess, edit and issue 
normative and legislative acts from the experience of European states, such as Estonia, Lithuania and France. Also, the 
experts presented technical solutions used to implement the information systems to develop normative and legislative 
acts, as well as working processes, standardisation of documents, clear delimitation of intra-institutional and inter-in-
stitutional processes, working instruments, applications used by players and access to information. The 21 January 2016 
meeting launched the pilot e-Legislation system in some central public administration authorities. Later, the inter-in-
stitutional piloting of e-Legislation system in the Ministry of Justice, State Chancellery and Ministry of Agriculture and 
Food Industry was launched by joint Order on 01.03.2016. The Ministry of Justice as owner of the system ensures the 
maintenance and further development of the system, including financial support.

D. Design the concept and implementation of an integrated information collection, analysis and exchange sys-
tem for reform implementation. Training the personnel of institutions involved in justice sector reform 

The Web Agenda program was developed by a company contracted by the Ministry of Justice. At the moment, the 
developer of the system should introduce amendments to improve and adjust it to the new needs and requirements.  

The online system for accessing the priority actions for external assistance (Aid Coordination Platform) has been 
functional and public since May 2015. The EU TA Project 1 ‘Support in Coordinating the Justice Sector Reform in Mol-
dova’ organized during 16-18 December 2015 a workshop for all Working Groups to initiate the members and Secretariat 
in the structure and operation of the Web-Agenda (integrated information collection, analysis and exchange system for 
reform implementation).

The actions that have to be implemented to ensure the functionality of Web-Agenda include migration and uploading 
of data/information developed/collected during the implementation period of actions set in the AP JSRS.
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E. Finalizing the analysis process of functions and structure of institutions involved in the justice sector reform 
process56 

In September 2015, the expert of the EU TA Project 1, Dr. Axel G Koetz, developed the General Report ‘Functional 
Analysis of Strategy Action Plan Implementation in the Ministry of Justice’ containing structure recommendations of the 
institutions, potential improvements of the management. The functional analysis was made in the MoJ, SCM, DPI, CPO, 
People’s Advocate Office and NIJ.  As a result, most institutions revised the organisational charts, hiring procedures etc.

OUTSTANDING ISSUES/SOLUTIONS
The most apparent backlog of Pillar VII is failure to adopt the draft law on normative acts. The adoption of this Law 

by the Parliament will become a starting point in implementing many activities planned under Pillar VII (for instance, 
develop the normative framework for the ex-ante methodology, application of online law drafting database), which are 
delayed due to no proper normative basis.

56 The Reports can be accessed here: http://justice.gov.md/tabview.php?l=ro&idc=578 

IV. Implementation of measures of ap JSRS in accordance with its pillars (2015)
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BY RESPONSIBLE INSTITUTIONS 

The Action Plan appointed 22 implementing institutions (or categories of subjects) for actions due by Q4 2015 and 
ongoing actions or actions with extended implementation timeframe.

The Figure below shows the Top 15 institutions with the highest number of actions to implement, according to the 
Action Plan of the JSRS implementation. According to this ‘Top’, the most actions are vested with the MoJ – 257 actions, 
followed by the NIJ (57), SCM (55) and GPO (39 actions). 

Top of institutions responsible for the implementation of JSRS actions

The following represents the situation of implementation per each institution in part. The data refer to the level of 
implementation of actions of AP due in December 2015. According to AP, in 2015 there were outstanding actions in 19 
institutions, which are presented in the tables below. The Tables reflect the number of implemented, partly implemented, 
and not implemented actions, as well as actions qualified as obsolete/irrelevant by the WG for monitoring the AP.  

1. Ministry of Justice
Outstanding actions
49 outstanding actions under Pillar I (38 implemented, 6 partly implemented, 4 not implemented, 1  obsolete), 35 

outstanding actions under Pillar II (23 implemented, 8 partly implemented, 4 not implemented), 30 outstanding actions 
under Pillar III (16 implemented, 12 partly implemented, 1 not implemented, 1 obsolete), 16 outstanding actions under 
Pillar IV (10 implemented, 5 partly implemented, 1 obsolete), 13 outstanding actions under Pillar V (10 implemented, 2 
partly implemented, 1 obsolete), 43 outstanding actions under Pillar VI (40 implemented, 1 partly implemented, 2 not 
implemented), 28 outstanding under Pillar VII (22 implemented, 6 partly implemented).

Level of implementation of actions by MoJ

Actions due by IV, 2015 Implemented Partly  
implemented 

Not  
implemented 

Obsolete/ 
Irrelevant

214 159 40 11 4

100% 74% 19% 5% 2%
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2. Superior Council of Magistracy
Outstanding actions
28 outstanding actions under Pillar I (26 implemented, 2 partly implemented), 5 outstanding actions under Pillar IV 

(1 implemented, 3 partly implemented, 1 obsolete), 1 under Pillar V (1 not implemented).

Level of implementation of actions by SCM

Actions due by IV, 2015 Implemented Partly implemented Not implemented Obsolete/Irrelevant

34 27 5 1 1

100% 79% 15% 3% 3%

3. National Institute of Justice
Outstanding actions
19 outstanding actions under Pillar I (14 implemented, 4 partly implemented, 1 not implemented), 3 outstanding 

actions under Pillar II (3 implemented), 2 outstanding actions under Pillar III (1 implemented, 1 partly implemented), 4 
outstanding actions under Pillar IV (4 implemented), 8 outstanding actions under Pillar V (8 implemented), 5 outstand-
ing actions under Pillar VI (5 implemented).  

 Level of implementation of actions by NIJ

Actions due by IV, 2015 Implemented Partly implemented Not implemented Obsolete/Irrelevant

41 35 5 1 –

100% 85% 12% 3% –

4. General Prosecutor’s Office57

Outstanding actions
25 outstanding actions under Pillar II (13 implemented, 10 partly implemented, 2 not implemented), 1 under Pillar 

IV (1 implemented), 7 outstanding actions under Pillar VI (5 implemented, 2 partly implemented).

Level of implementation of actions by GP

Actions due by IV, 2015 Implemented Partly implemented Not implemented Obsolete/Irrelevant

33 19 12 2 –

100% 58% 36% 6% –

5. National  Anticorruption Centre
Outstanding actions
3 outstanding actions under Pillar II (3 implemented), 4 outstanding actions under Pillar IV (3 implemented, 1 obsolete).

Level of implementation of actions by NAC

Actions due by IV, 2015 Implemented Partly implemented Not implemented Obsolete/Irrelevant

7 6 – – 1

100% 86% – – 14%

57 2 actions are transferred to the Superior Council of Prosecutors

V. Implementation of ap JSRS by responsible institutions
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6. National Council for State-Guaranteed Legal Aid
Outstanding actions
13 outstanding actions under Pillar III (10 implemented, 1 partly implemented, 2 not implemented).

Level of implementation of actions by NACJGS 

Actions due by IV, 2015 Implemented Partly implemented Not implemented Obsolete/Irrelevant

13 10 1 2 –

100% 77% 18% 15% –

7. People’s Advocate Office /Ombudsman (Centre for Human Rights of Moldova)
Outstanding actions
9 outstanding actions under Pillar VI (7 implemented, 1 partly implemented, 1 not implemented).

Level of implementation of actions by PAO (CHRM)

Actions due by IV, 2015 Implemented Partly implemented Not implemented Obsolete/Irrelevant

9 7 1 1 –

100% 78% 11% 11% –

8. National Integrity Commission
Outstanding actions
5* outstanding actions under Pillar IV (5 implemented)

Level of implementation of actions by NIC

Actions due by IV, 2015 Implemented Partly implemented Not implemented Obsolete/Irrelevant

5 5 – – –

100% 100% – – –

*1 action refers to Parliament, 1 action to public authorities, in general.

9. Level of implementation of actions by MIA
Outstanding actions
1 outstanding action under Pillar I (1 partly implemented), 5 outstanding actions under Pillar II (4 implemented, 1 

partly implemented), 2 outstanding actions under Pillar VI (2 implemented).

Level of implementation of actions by MIA

Actions due by IV, 2015 Implemented Partly implemented Not implemented Obsolete/Irrelevant

8 6 2 – –

100% 75% 25% – –

10. National Union of Judicial Officers/Bailiffs 
Outstanding actions
1 outstanding action under Pillar III (1 implemented)

Level of implementation of actions by UNEJ

Actions due by IV, 2015 Implemented Partly implemented Not implemented Obsolete/Irrelevant

1 1 – – –

100% 100% – – –
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11. e-Government Centre
Outstanding actions
2 outstanding actions under Pillar V (1 implemented, 1 partly implemented) 

Level of implementation of actions by e-Government Centre

Actions due by IV, 2015 Implemented Partly implemented Not implemented Obsolete/Irrelevant

2 1 1 – –

100% 50% 50% – –

12. Constitutional Court 
Outstanding actions
5 outstanding actions under Pillar VI (4 implemented, 1 partly implemented) 

Level of implementation of actions by CC

Actions due by IV, 2015 Implemented Partly implemented Not implemented Obsolete/Irrelevant

5 4 1 – –

100% 80% 20% – –

13. Self-government entities of legal professions 
Outstanding actions
3 outstanding actions under Pillar VII (1 implemented, 2 partly implemented)

Level of implementation of actions by institutions of justice sector 

Actions due by IV, 2015 Implemented Partly implemented Not implemented Obsolete/Irrelevant

3 1 2 – –

100% 33% 67% – –

14. Self-government entities of professions related to justice system
Outstanding actions
3 outstanding actions under Pillar III (3 partly implemented)

Level of implementation of actions by self-government entities of legal professions 

Actions due by IV, 2015 Implemented Partly implemented Not implemented Obsolete/Irrelevant

3 – 3 – –

100% – 100% – –

15. National Council for Reforming the Law Enforcement Entities 
Outstanding actions
1 outstanding action under Pillar VII (1 implemented)

Level of implementation of actions by NCRLEE 

Actions due by IV, 2015 Implemented Partly implemented Not implemented Obsolete/Irrelevant

1 1 – – –

100% 100% – – –

V. Implementation of ap JSRS by responsible institutions
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16. Security and Intelligence Service 
Outstanding actions
2 outstanding actions under Pillar IV (2 implemented) 

Level of implementation of actions by SIS

Actions due by IV, 2015 Implemented Partly implemented Not implemented Obsolete/Irrelevant

2 2 – – –

100% 100% – – –

17. Supreme Court of Justice
Outstanding actions
1 outstanding action under Pillar IV (1 partly implemented)

Level of implementation of actions by SCJ

Actions due by IV, 2015 Implemented Partly implemented Not implemented Obsolete/Irrelevant

1 – 1 – –

100% – 100% – –

18. Ministry of Health
Outstanding actions
1 outstanding action under Pillar VI (1 implemented)

Level of implementation of actions by the Ministry of Health

Actions due by IV, 2015 Implemented Partly implemented Not implemented Obsolete/Irrelevant

1 1 – – –

100% 100% – – –

19.  Ministry of Education 
Outstanding actions
1 outstanding action under Pillar VII (1 implemented)

 Level of implementation of actions by the Ministry of Education

Actions due by IV, 2015 Implemented Partly implemented Not implemented Obsolete/Irrelevant

1 1 – – –

100% 100% – – –

As we mentioned in Chapter III of this report, in parallel with the evaluation of the implementation level of the 
AP JSRS carried out by sector WGs within the EU TA Project 1, a statistical module was developed that calculated the 
involvement and achievement degree of AP actions by the implementing institutions who have the highest number of 
actions and based on the share/importance of relevant actions to achieve JSRS results and objectives.

The statistic module has provided another state of affairs with regard to institutions’ performance. According to figure 
below, we can see that the automatically calculated values show a different result of institutions. Those who have arrears 
are: NAC, PG, MoJ and Office of People’s Advocate for Human Rights.
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We would like to stress out a statement from the previous report: ‘The JSRS has been designed as a complex and mul-
tidimensional document; the strategic directions and fields of specific intervention are connected and any deviation/delay/
impediment decrease the level of implementation of the JSRS and affects the impact expected at the development, promotion 
and adoption phases of the Strategy and the Action Plan. In this respect, the responsible institutions are asked to be more 
diligent in ensuring the successful implementation of planned actions’.

V. Implementation of ap JSRS by responsible institutions
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VI. EVOLUTIONS, TRENDS AND IMPACT OF THE AP JSRS 
IMPLEMENTATION IN 2011-2015

This Chapter presents an analysis of indicators and findings established after 4 years of justice sector reforms. The 
indicators and findings presented below result from surveys, evaluations, national and international studies developed 
in 2015.  

VI.1 Degree of trust in judiciary
The Public Opinion Barometer (POB)58 includes biannual surveys conducted by Institute of Public Policy, which 

measure population’s degree of trust in the judiciary. Having analysed the evolution of answers “I have some trust” and 
“Very much trust” in judiciary from November 2011, when the justice sector reform was launched and until the last POB 
in November 2014, we have noted a fluctuant trend: from 24% in May 2011 to 12% in November 2014. See  Figure below 
for details. 

In the previous 2014 report was mentioned, ‘[…] at the beginning of 2013 we have acknowledged a progressive growth 
of the level of trust in judiciary, which according to the data of last POB59 of November 2014 is 23 per cent. It is important 
to keep this growth or the degree of trust in judiciary seems to be extremely fragile, being ‘sensible’ to all events produced 
in public, including the events in the political environment. To contribute to the growth of trust in judiciary, it is extremely 
important to ensure visibility of reforms and their practical impact, joint efforts of all justice sector players, policy- makers, 
development partners, press and civil society to ensure stability, continuity and sustainability of reforms’.

Shortly after editing the 2014 report, the POB results from March 2015 were made public, which data showed a sharp 
decrease of the degree of trust in the judiciary by 8pp, and the decreasing trend has maintained. According to POB data 
of November 2015, the percentage of people who trust the judiciary decreased by another 3%. We would like to maintain 
the previous conclusion according to which, the trust in judiciary is a very fragile subject, and the POB measures the 
perceptions formed based on information from the mass-media, public discussions and debates, including at political 
level, some cases that are intensely mediatized, etc. It is necessary to remember that the respective perceptions are not 
formed based on the experience of citizens who directly had contact with the justice system. 

58 http://www.ipp.md/lib.php?l=ro&idc=156 
59 http://ipp.md/libview.php?l=ro&idc=156&id=718&parent=0 
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VI. Evolutions, trends and impact of the ap JSRS implementation in 2011-2015

VI.2 Perceptions of corruption in justice sector
The quasi-general perception of the advanced level of corruption in the justice sector has been a determinative factor 

for designing the JSRS. 
According to Corruption Perceptions Index 2015 (CPI 2015), in 2015 the Republic of Moldova has registered a score 

of 33 points in CPI 2015, down by 2 points compared to 2014, ranking 103 of 168 countries included in the rankings 
(for comparison, the CPI 2014 ranking included 175 countries). According to the press-release of the TI-Moldova, ‘…the 
fall of three governments in the past year, multiple deficiencies in the implementation of the National Anti-Corruption 
Strategy, the Strategy for reforming the justice sector, and the EU – Moldova Association Agreement have decreased 
citizens’ trust in governments’ capacity to face corruption. Still, considering the fact that many of the CPI sources did 
not manage to cover the last months of the year, which were marked by many alarming events, the drop in the 2015 CPI 
seems relatively slow [...].’ 

The Study of the Transparency International Moldova ‘Perceptions and experiences of and household representatives 
and businessmen about the corruption in the Republic of Moldova’60 launched at the end of 2015 show that the judiciary 
overtook the legislative with regard to perceptions about corruptive authorities. However, there is a positive evolution 
as well: the number of businessmen who believe that the judiciary is corrupted decreased from 60.6% in 2014 to 43.5% 
in 2015, i.e. a drop of about 17 pp., as well as the households’ perception of corruption in the judiciary decreased from 
41.4% to 31.9%. For more details see the table below, imported from the Study TI Moldova.

Evolution of answers to question  
‘What branch of the power you think is the most corrupt?’, 2012 vs. 2014 and 2015 

What branch of state power do you think is the most corrupt? %

Households Businessmen 

2012 2014 2015 2012 2014 2015

Legislative 25,7 29,5 35,3 11,6 12,5 24,4

Judiciary (court system) 45,7 41,4 31,9 51,9 60,6 43,5

Executive 22,7 20,5 27,9 19,8 11,4 22,2

Summarizing the survey data, we can note a positive dynamics in 2015, i.e. decrease of corruption perception in the 
judiciary. Compared to 2012, the value of perceptions of households and businessmen shows a consistent decrease of 
their perceptions about corruption in the judiciary of almost 10 pp. 

In October – December 2015 the CBS-AXA-Centre of Sociological Investigations and Marketing Research at the 
request of the Legal Resources Centre of Moldova (LRCM) conducted a survey: ‘Justice Reform Barometer’61. The goal 
of the survey was to find out the opinion of main players in the justice sector: judges, prosecutors, and lawyers regarding 
justice sector reform and fighting corruption. They were asked questions about the JSRS implementation; recent initia-
tives of the Centre for Judicial Sector Reform; self-administration of the judiciary, prosecutors, and lawyers; prosecution 
service reform; as well as corruption perception in the justice sector. 

The survey questionnaires were filled in by 945 persons, which accounts for about 32% of the total number of judges, 
prosecutors, and active lawyers in the country. The questionnaires were completed by 273 judges, 509 prosecutors and 
163 lawyers. The survey was conducted as such by filling in independently the questionnaire by the respondent, ensuring 
the confidentiality of answers. The summary of the questionnaires shows the following picture.

The question about the evolution of corruption in justice sector starting 2011 up to December 2015 was answered 
by 49% judges who consider that it has decreased, 10% of judges consider that corruption has not changed, and 8% of 
judges consider that it has increased. 21% of prosecutors consider that the corruption has decreased, 33% of prosecutors 
consider that corruption hasn’t changed, and 35% of prosecutors consider that corruption has decreased, 15% of lawyers 
consider corruption decreased, 28% of lawyers consider that corruption has not changed, and 52% lawyers consider that 
corruption has increased. 20% of judges consider that corruption does not exist in the judiciary, compared to 6% of 
prosecutors and 2% of lawyers. 

Regarding corruption stratification in justice sector (the judiciary, prosecution, law, police), 42% of judges consider 
that corruption has spread to all levels, and 15% of judges consider that corruption has spread in particular to the sys-

60 http://transparency.md/ro 
61 The entire text of the Study/Barometer can be accessed here: http://crjm.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/CRJM-Percepts-reformelor-just.pdf 
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tem’s management. 53% of prosecutors consider that corruption has spread to all levels, and 22% of prosecutors consider 
that corruption has spread in particular to the system’s management. 59% of lawyers consider that corruption has spread 
to all levels, and 18% of lawyers consider that corruption has spread in particular to the system’s management. 

Being questioned about courts with the highest level of corruption, 18% of judges consider that the SCJ is the most 
corrupt, 30% of judges consider that the highest level of corruption is in the courts of appeal, 18% of judges consider that 
the highest level of corruption can be found in district courts, 23% consider that there is no corruption in this system, 
and 28% of respondents could not answer this question. Answering to the same question, 27% of prosecutors consider 
that the SCJ is the most corrupt, 56% of prosecutors consider that the highest level of corruption is in the courts of ap-
peal, 40% of prosecutors consider that the highest level of corruption can be found in district courts, 7% consider that 
there is no corruption in this system, and 11% of prosecutors could not answer this question. At the same time, 32% of 
lawyers consider that the SCJ is the most corrupt, 55% - consider that the highest level of corruption is in the courts of 
appeal, and 35% consider that the highest level of corruption can be found in district courts. 4% of lawyers declare that 
there is no corruption in judiciary, and 7% could not answer this question. 11% of judges, 19% of prosecutors and 21% 
of lawyers consider that the SCJ is the most corrupt. 

The authors of the Study concluded that ‘Figures above suggest that the prosecutors and lawyers believe that there is a 
higher level of corruption in judiciary than the judges. However, the judges, prosecutors, and lawyers agreed that the highest 
level of corruption is in the courts of appeal’.

Being questioned about General Prosecutor’s Offices with the highest level of corruption, 32% of judges pointed 
out to the Anticorruption Prosecutor’s Office, 29% - to the General Prosecutor’s Office, 22% - to district and sector 
prosecutor’s offices, and 15% - to Prosecutor’s Office of Chisinau Municipality. Answering to the same question, 48% of 
prosecutors pointed at the Anticorruption Prosecutor’s Office, 21% - to the General Prosecutor’s Office and 19% – to dis-
trict and sector prosecutor’s offices and 24% - to Prosecutor’s Office of Chisinau Municipality. At the same time, 48% of 
lawyers pointed out to the Anticorruption Prosecutor’s Office, 45% - to the General Prosecutor’s Office, 37% – to district 
and sector prosecutor’s offices and 25% – to Prosecutor’s Office of Chisinau Municipality. 

According to authors of the Study, ‘the figures above suggest that the judges, prosecutors, and lawyers answered in una-
nimity that the highest level of corruption is found at Anticorruption Prosecutor’s Office followed by the General Prosecutor’s 
Office’.

Being questioned about existence of corruption in the law sector, 38% of judges mentioned the Ethics and Disci-
plinary Committee, 36% - to the Council of the Union of Lawyers/ Bar Association, 10% - to the Licencing Chamber. 
Answering to the same question, 60% of prosecutors mentioned the Licencing Chamber, 13% - the Council of the Union 
of Lawyers/ Bar Association, 9% - the Ethics and Disciplinary Committee, and 40% of prosecutors mentioned the or-
dinary lawyers. At the same time, 60% of lawyers consider that the most corrupt institution is the Licencing Chamber, 
4% mentioned the Council of the Union of Lawyers/ Bar Association, 7% - the Ethics and Disciplinary Committee, and 
19% - ordinary lawyers.
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VII. PROBLEMS AND CHALLENGES DURING IMPLEMENTATION  
OF THE STRATEGY 

Efficient implementation of the JSRS could be affected, as it was mentioned above, by 3 risks: political instability, 
resistance of the authorities subject to reforms and insufficient capacities for absorption of funds for reform implemen-
tation. Four years later, we can confirm that these risks happen and even took different connotations. 

The political instability risk was great in 2015, the reform pace was compromised by the fall of three Governments 
and inconsistent activity of the Parliament. Many actions that were important for the effective implementation of the 
JSRS were left out the attention of policy makers, which led to many failures and lack of successes in this period.      

The resistance of the authorities subject to reforms was an impediment in speedy implementation of reforms. 
Even if previously, we saw an increase in the number of agents of change in the justice sector, however, some new ini-
tiatives that were launched in 2015 have derived substantially from the JSRS objectives. Launching and promoting new 
initiatives is welcome, but it is regrettable that these intervened in sectors that haven’t been reorganised until the end 
and haven’t produced effects forecasted by the JSRS (mediation institution, mechanism to verify the assets declarations 
of the judges, etc.). The JSRS came up with a complex view of the reform, interconnecting specific directions and areas, 
and failure to achieve or deviate from the planned course of actions creates chain reactions in the rest, affecting hence, 
the results and the impact. Launching new initiatives in the justice sector is opportune with the end of current JSRS and 
deep and complex evaluation of results and impact generated. Also, we would like to reiterate the fact that practically all 
justice sector reform initiatives and anti-corruption package were appealed at the CC, although all legislative initiatives 
were filtered by experts of the Council of Europe, Venice Commission and other international institutions with consis-
tent expertise in the field.    

As for insufficient capacity of absorption of budgetary resources provided for the justice reform, we can attest that 
this risk was overcome in 2014. On the contrary, another problem arisen in 2015: all infrastructure projects and any 
public procurements were ceased due to lack of budgetary sources, a situation generated by unfortunate events in the 
banking system. 

A number of parallel evaluations of the JSRS implementation were conducted in 2015. The results of these evalua-
tions are considerable different from the qualifications provided by sector WGs for the JSRS Pillars. An eventual cause of 
these deviations would be the methodology applied to appreciate the implementation level. It looks like the sector WG 
shows a very formal attitude and do not understand the essence of reporting actions. Hence, the implication degree and 
profoundness of analysis that had to be ensured by the WGs was a permanent subject of discussions within the WGs and 
there were different approaches every time. It is certain that the evaluation at the end of the JSRS implementation should 
be carried out based on a more complex and reasonable methodology, which will take into account the quantitative and 
qualitative indicators, will analyse the outcomes and impact of the AP JSRS actions from the perspective of justice sector 
players subject to reforms and from the perspective of litigators and society in general.  

An additional promotion for 2016 is the fact that the EU TA Project 1 ends its activity. Based on administrative ca-
pacities and resources of the MoJ, in the current conditions, there is the risk that the MoJ would not succeed to ensure 
maximum monitoring of the JSRS implementation process and to maintain a satisfactory pace of the Coordination 
Mechanism.

We would like to reiterate the challenge regarding the need to create and ensure that the capacities, including bud-
getary, of the national authorities can maintain and ensure the implementation of programmes launched during the 
reform after the finalisation of technical assistance projects and programmes (salary support, renovated premises, IT 
instruments: ICMS, Femida, electronic registers, etc.).
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VIII. SOLUTIONS AND PERSPECTIVES 

Year 2016 has started with intense promotion/approval/adoption activities of the AP JSRS actions, qualified previous-
ly as outstanding. It is important to maintain this pace in 2016, the last year of the JSRS implementation. 

At the same time, it is important that the conducted evaluations put a fundamental accent not only on the develop-
ment and strengthening of structure and capacity of institutions from justice sector that are obviously important, but 
also, the impact intended by the next policy document on the society should not be neglected. Respectively, it is neces-
sary for all these actions of institutional enhancement to be connected to the needs of litigants, final beneficiaries of the 
justice act, actions should contribute to increasing the trust in justice. 

In perspective, it is important to keep implementing the following actions that mostly are in conformity with those 
from the 2014 annual report:

A. As a coordinating institution of the reform process, the MoJ has to make necessary efforts to raise awareness and 
put pressure on the political figure to ensure ongoing, coherent, consequent and sustainable reforms.    

B. Transmit messages and take clear, intransigent and precise measures toward persons who do not respect high 
integrity standards, who compromise the functionality and image of the entire institution. The respective persons 
will not be tolerated and will be eliminated from professional environment by applying relevant sanctions. To meet 
these requirements, it is necessary to exercise pressure from justice sector decision makers, developing partners, 
press and civil society.   

C. Ensure and monitor closely the implementation of Law on Prosecution Service, ensure continuity and sustainabil-
ity of prosecution service reform.

D. Promote the reform of the Constitutional Court.
E. Promote insistently and ensure the adoption of outstanding legal acts to resume the quick pace of sector reforms, 

including in organisation and activity of legal professions. 
F. Strengthen and preserve the efforts to implement activities that optimize the court locator map.  
G. Ensure the adoption of law on integrity (NIC reform) and apply the preventive measures in practice and fighting 

corruption (integrity test, extended seizure, and illicit enrichment). 
H. Promote the application, piloting, and testing process of new e-instruments as part of e-Justice (Registers of 

E-proxy, E-enforcement, E-Legis, E-Guarantees, etc.), to adjust and implement for all users and final beneficiaries. 
I. Implement institutional development plan of the People’s Advocate Office.
J. Promote the Law on normative acts and implement all resulting actions (upgrade the IT systems, finalise the Man-

ual of Legal Techniques, etc.) which are in direct connection with the draft law.
K. Evaluate the JSRS 2011 – 2016 impact and ensure the continuity of justice sector reform by developing a draft 

policy document to ensure the sustainability of reforms in the field and which would take into account the im-
provement of efficiency and efficacy, would set real objectives, include a balanced set of indicators at all levels of 
objectives (output, outcome, impact etc.).
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